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La speranza e un sogno fatto da svegli.
Aristotele
Io, on tutto il rispetto per Nostro
Signore, mi pigliavo qualhe giono
in piu ma le ose venivano meglio.
Afredo
di
\Nuovo inema paradiso".
Introdution
This Ph.D. thesis has been done in the framework of the KLOE experiment, whih
was in operation at DANE, the e
+
e
 
-fatory of the Laboratori Nazionali di
Frasati of the Istituto Nazionale di Fisia Nuleare.
The main aim of the KLOE experiment is the measurement of the CP violation in
the K
0
K
0
system, but its detetor has the apability to exploit a muh more vast
physis program, inluding neutral and harged kaon deays and radiative deays.
Atually, sine the  mesons deays 49:2% of the time into a K
+
K
 
pair, DANE is
a very rih soure of tagged and kinematially onstrained harged kaons.
We foused our attention to the measurement of the harged kaon lifetime, whose
most reent measurement has been done in 1995. It is important to stress that the
only other in-ight measurement has been done in 1969. This quantity is a
fundamental parameter for the extration of the V
us
element of the CKM matrix,
together with all the other inputs measurable at KLOE, namely the semileptoni
branhing ratios and the form fator slopes.
We present a new measurement of the harged kaon lifetime. In order to ross hek
systemati eets we developed two dierent analysis methods, one relying on the
reonstrution of the kaon path length and one measuring diretly the the kaon deay
time, for both the harges. A omparison of the lifetime for the two harges an
provide a CPT symmetry test.
The thesis struture goes as follows: in the rst hapter I disuss the theoretial
aspets of the evaluation of V
us
via the measurement of the branhing ratio of the K
l3
deay, the harged kaon lifetime and the form fator slopes. I also disuss the other
harged kaon lifetime measurements previously performed.
The KLOE detetor and its performane are briey desribed in the seond hapter.
Chapter three is devoted to the desription of the data reonstrution and event
lassiation proedures.
The seletion of the harged kaons events and their spei re-traking proedure are
desribed separately in the fourth hapter.
Finally the measurement of the harged kaon lifetime is disussed in last hapter.
3
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Chapter 1
Charged kaon lifetime
The Standard Model is a eld-theoreti desription of strong and eletroweak
interations at the energy of several hundred GeV. In the Standard Model, the
fundamental fermioni onstituents of matter are the quarks and leptons. Only
quarks engage in the strong interations as a onsequene of their olor-harge.
The harged kaon lifetime measurement, whih is my phd thesis work, is an imporant
parameter for the determination of V
us
, an element of the CKM matrix.
1.1 The CKM quark mixing matrix
In the Standard Model with SU(2)U(1) as gauge group of eletroweak interations,
both the quarks and leptons are assigned to be left-handed doublets and right-handed
singlets. The quark mass eigenstates are not the same as the weak eigenstates, and
the matrix relating these bases was dened for six quarks and given an expliit
parametrization by Kobayashi and Maskawa [1℄ in 1973. This parametrization
generalizes the four-quarks ase, where the matrix is parametrized by a single angle,
the Cabibbo angle [2℄. By onvention the mixing is often expressed in terms of 3 3
unitary matrix V
CKM
operating on the harge  e=3 quark mass eigenstates (d,s, and
b):
0

d
0
s
0
b
0
1
A
=
0

V
ud
V
us
V
ub
V
d
V
s
V
b
V
td
V
ts
V
tb
1
A

0

d
s
b
1
A
(1.1)
There are several parameterizations of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)
matrix. The most relevant are the \standard" one [3℄, based on three angles and one
phase, and the Wolfenstein's parametrization [4℄. The \standard" parametrization
allows to write V
CKM
using three angles 
12
; 
23
; 
13
and a phase Æ
13
:
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with 
ij
= os
ij
and s
ij
= sin
ij
for the generation labels i; j = 1; 2; 3. This has
distint advantages of interpretation, for the rotation angles are dened and labeled in
a way that relates to the mixing of two spei generations and if one of these angles
vanishes, so does the mixing between those two generations; in the limit 
23
= 
13
= 0
the third generation deouples, and the situation redues to the usual Cabibbo
mixing of the rst two generations with 
12
identied with the Cabibbo angle.
The Wolfenstein parametrization emphasizes the hierarhy in the size of the angles
s
12
 s
23
 s
13
. It is possible to set   s
12
and then to write the other elements in
terms of powers of :
V
CKM
=
0

1  
2
=2  A
3
(  i)
  1  
2
=2 A
2
A
3
(1    i)  A
2
1
1
A
+O(
4
) (1.3)
with A;  and  real numbers that were intended to be of order unity.
Theoretial predition do not depend on whih of the possible parameterizations is
used, as long as a single one is used onsistently and are is taken to be sure that no
other hoie of phases is in onit. The values of individual matrix elements an in
priniple be all determined from weak deays of the relevant quarks, or from deep
inelasti neutrino sattering. Assuming only three generations and the onstraints
from experimental values, the 90% ondene limits on the magnitude of the
elements of the omplete matrix are:
0

0:9739 0:9751 0:221 0:227 0:0029 0:0045
0:221 0:227 0:9730 0:9744 0:039 0:044
0:0048 0:014 0:037 0:043 0:9990 0:9992
1
A
: (1.4)
The ranges shown are for the individual matrix elements. The onstraints of unitarity
onnet dierent elements, so hoosing a spei value for one element restrits the
range of the others.
1.2 The CKM unitarity problem
The unitarity onstraint
P
i
V

ij
V
ik
= Æ
jk
on the CKM matrix written for its rst row
states
jV
ud
j
2
+ jV
us
j
2
+ jV
ub
j
2
= 1 (1.5)
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Sine jV
ub
j
2
' 19(7)  10
 6
[5℄ is negligibly small, the unitarity relation (1.5) redues to
jV
ud
j
2
+ jV
us
j
2
= 1: (1.6)
If a deviation from unitarity is seen, it signals the presene of unaounted physis by
the Standard Model. Otherwise if unitarity is respeted, onstraints on new physis
an be implied.
The value of jV
ud
j an be determined from three distint soures: nulear
super-allowed 0
+
! 0
+
Fermi beta deays, the deay of the free neutron, and pion
beta deay [6℄. The results provided by these three methods are in agreement within
the errors.
Measurement method jV
ud
j
Nulear super-allowed Fermi -deays 0:97377 0:00027
Free neutron deay 0:9746 0:0018
Pion -deay 0:9728 0:0030
Table 1.1: Values of jV
ud
j provided by the three possible measurements [6℄.
The value of jV
us
j an be obtained via the study of semileptoni K
e3
, K
3
and
hyperons deays [7℄, and via the ratio of K
2
and 
2
deays [8℄.
The formula whih allows to obtain jV
us
j starting from the study of K
e3
deays is [7℄:
 (K ! e()) =
BR(K
e3
)

K
=
G
2
F
m
5
K
192
3
jV
us
j
2
jf
+
(0)j
2
S
EW
C
2
K
I
e
K
(1 + Æ
e
K
) (1.7)
where
 C
2
= 1 for K
S;L
(for both 

e

deays) and C
2
= 1=2 for K

;
 S
EW
= 1:022 is the Sirlin term whih takes in aount the short-distane
radiative orretion [9℄;
 Æ
e
K
0
= (+1:3 0:3)% and Æ
e
K
+
= ( 0:1 0:7)% are model dependent
long-distane QED orretions [10℄;
 the form fator f
+
(0) = f
K
0

 
+
= 0:961 0:008 inorporates SU(3) breaking, it
has been evaluated by Leutwyler and Roos and has been reently onrmed by
PT [11℄ and lattie [12℄ alulations; in the ase of harged kaons
f
K
+

0
+
' 1:022 f
K
0

 
+
;
 I
e
K
is a phase spae fator and it is funtion of the slope of the form fator.
For several years the PDG has reported values of jV
ud
j and jV
us
j in slight
disagreement with unitarity. In the last four years new measurements have been
performed and the experimental piture is hanged. The 2006 PDG [6℄ gives
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Figure 1.1: Summary of the 2004 jV
us
jf
+
(0) measurement, shown by F. Mesia at the onferene
ICHEP 2004 [14℄. In blak the 2002 PDG values.
jV
ud
j = 0:9738 0:0003 (1.8)
jV
us
j = 0:2257 0:0021 (1.9)
from whih the sum of the squares is jV
ud
j
2
+ jV
us
j
2
= 0:9992 0:0011 with a
deviation smaller than one ; this result is however based on the so alled PDG t.
1.3 KLOE results and V
us
determination
At the onferene Kaon07, at the "Laboratori Nazionali di Fasati, KLOE presented
the measurements of the branhing ratios of K
Se3
, K
Le3
, K
L3
, K
L
lifetime and the
preliminary measurements of the the branhing ratios of K
+
e3
, K
+
3
and K
+
lifetime
[15℄:
BR(K
0
S
! 

e

) = (7:046 0:091)  10
 4
BR(K
0
L
! 

e

) = 0:4049 0:0021
BR(K
0
L
! 



) = 0:2726 0:0016
BR(K

! 
0
e

) = (4:965 0:052)  10
 2
BR(K

! 
0


) = (3:233 0:039)  10
 2
(1.10)
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(K
0
L
) = (50:92 0:0030) ns
(K

) = (12:384 0:048) ns
(1.11)
From those results, and using the ones given by ISTRA+, KTeV, NA48 and PDG
[26℄, we an extrat:
jV
us
j  f
K
Se3
+
(0) = 0:21554  0:00142 (1.12)
jV
us
j  f
K
Le3
+
(0) = 0:21638  0:00055 (1.13)
jV
us
j  f
K
L3
+
(0) = 0:21678  0:00067 (1.14)
jV
us
j  f
K

e3
+
(0) = 0:21746  0:00085 (1.15)
jV
us
j  f
K

3
+
(0) = 0:21810  0:00114: (1.16)
Their average is:
jV
us
j  f
+
(0) = 0:21668  0:00045 (1.17)
The jV
us
j question (summarized in gure 1.2) is moving, the CKM unitarity seems to
be safe even if problems of the dierent values obtained using neutral or harged
kaons still remains and the theorial piture is on work.
1.4 Experimantal piture
Present knowledge of (K

) omes from ve measurements performed between 1965
and 1995. The PDG average [26℄
 = (1:2386 0:0024)  10
 8
s: (1.18)
However this average stems from ve measurements whih are not in agreement
between eah other, and whose errors must be multiplied by a fator 2.1 in order to
obtain 
2
 number of degrees of freedom. The disrepanies between the only
"in-ight" [27℄ measurement and the "at-rest"[29℄, [28℄, [30℄ measurements alls for a
new \in ight" determination of this quantity. The statistial error on the lifetime
measurements depends on the numbers of events olleted and on the time interval
overed in the measurement:
Æ

=
1
p
N


e
3T
  1 + (e
T
  e
2T
)(3 + T
2
)
(e
T
  1)
3

 0:5
(1.19)
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Figure 1.2: Summary of the jV
us
jf
+
(0) measurement, by M. Palutan Kaon07 [15℄.
(K

)(10
 8
)s Autor Date Comment
1.24510.0030 KOPTEV 95 K at rest, U target
1.23680.0041 KOPTEV 95 K at rest, Cu target
1.23800.0016 OTT 71 K at rest
1.22720.0036 LOBKOWICZ 69 K in ight
1.24430.0038 FITCH 65 K at rest
Table 1.2: Measurements of the harged kaon lifetime quoted by PDG(2006) [26℄.
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PDG fit
Koptev U (95)
Koptev Cu (95)
Ott (71)
Lobkowicz (69)
Fitch (65)
t  (ns)12.25 12.5 12.75
Figure 1.3: Charged kaon lifetime quoted by PDG.
run 1 2 3 4
N 944,000 381,000 981,000 720,000
Æ
stat
, ns, Ott 0.0072 0.0107 0.0071 0.0080
Æ
stat
, ns, min 0.0133 0.0209 0.0139 0.0152
ratio 1.85 1.96 1.84 1.90
Æ
syst
, ns, Ott 0.0261 0.0278 0.339 0.299
Table 1.3: Analysis of the statistial and systemati error of the most preise measure-
ment of the K
+
lifetime [28℄
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where T = t/ is the tted time interval in K

-lifetime units. The most preise
measurement used in PDG average (namely [28℄) divide the data-taking in four runs.
For eah run they evaluate the statistial and the systematial error (see table 1.3).
As it is possible to see in the table 1.3, Ott quotes a statistial error smaller than the
best one obtainable with eq. 1.19 by a fator  2. The systemati errors are averaged
run by run in order to obtain a systemati error as smaller as possible:

syst
 0:01 ns : (1.20)
It seeems more reliable that the systemati error is ommon to all the runs; one ould
take the average:

syst
 0:0294 ns : (1.21)
The more reliable estimation for the K
+
lifetime of the experiment [28℄ is:
(K
+
) = (12:380 0:0074
stat
 0:0294
syst
) ns =
(12:380 0:030) ns vs (12:380 0:016) ns : (1.22)
The most reent measurements [30℄ have been done in 1995 using two dierent
stopper. They also measure the 
+
lifetime whih does not hange in Cu, C and
SiO
2
. Therefore the onlude there are no systemati unertainties due to nulear
interation. Then they measure the K
+
lifetime and nd 12.3680.041 in Cu and
12.4510.030 in U. It is important to stress that the systemati hek with pions has
no relevane for kaons, the former being a ase of so alled surfae beam, and that
the probability of a statistial utuation is 10%. We have also to note that the
weighted mean quoted in [30℄ had been obtained using as weigth 1/ instead of 1/
2
.
It is more reliable take ane half the dierene as systemati error due to nulear
interation, then they would obtain:
(K
+
) = (12:422 0:024
stat
 0:048
syst
) ns =
(12:422 0:053) ns vs (12:415 0:024) ns : (1.23)
The only in \ight" measurement has been done by Lobkowik et al. in 1969 [27℄.
They st measure 1 - (K
+
)=(K
 
) and then they measure the K
 
, not K
+
, lifetime
obtaining, as rst evaluation, 
2
= 52.8 for four degrees of freedom. Then the
statistial errors are enlarged by a fator (
1
4

2
)
1=2
. The motivation for this orretion
is a not perfet evaluation of the kaon momentum but a similar bias, whih does not
1.4. EXPERIMANTAL PICTURE 13
aet the 1 - (K
+
)=(K
 
) measurement, ould give also a shift in the lifetime
measurement.
If we avegare the modied measurements in eq. 1.22, 1.23 and the Fith one we
obtain:
(K
+
) = (12:407 0:021) ns : (1.24)
This new measurement is thus neessary in order to larify the present experimental
senario.
Koptev
Ott
Fitch
t  (ns)12.2 12.4 12.6
Figure 1.4: Charged kaon lifetime distribution using the orret values given in the text.
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Koptev
Ott
Fitch
t  (ns)
t  (ns)
Average
12.3 12.4 12.5
12.3 12.4 12.5
Figure 1.5: Charged kaon lifetime average using the orret values given in the text.
Chapter 2
The KLOE experiment at DANE
The KLOE experiment has been reording e
+
e
 
ollisions at DANE, the {fatory
at Laboratori Nazionali in Frasati, sine April 1999. In Marh 2006, it was
suessfully onluded. In this hapter the DANE ollider and the KLOE detetor
are presented. Also an overview of the MonteCarlo simulation of the experiment is
given.
2.1 The ollider DANE
DANE (Double Anular {fatory for Nie Experiments) [31℄ is an eletron-positron
ollider, designed to work at the enter of mass energy
p
s ' 1020 MeV,
orresponding to the resonane peak of the vetor meson , with mass
M

= (1019:460 0:019) MeV [26℄, see Figure 2.1.
Eletron and positron beams are stored in two separate rings, to redue beam{beam
eets. The two rings interset in two ollision points, IP, with an horizontal half
rossing angle of  12.5 mrad, whih results in a small momentum omponent ( 13
MeV in the horizontal plane) of the  mesons produed. At one the KLOE detetor
is loated, while the other is alternatively oupied by two experiments: DEAR and
FINUDA to study atomi and nulear physis. The DANE design aepts a
maximum number of 120 bunhes orresponding to a bunh rossing period of 2:7 ns.
The nite rossing angle results in a small average  momentum of about 13 MeV
along the transverse x{axis. The main parameters of the ollider orresponding to the
last KLOE run are listed in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Sheme of the DANE ollaider apparatus.
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Energy 0.51 GeV
Trajetory lenght 97.69 m
RF frequeny 368.26 MHz
Harmoni number 120
Damping time, 
E
=
x
17.8/36.0 ms
Beam urrent e
 
e
+
2/1.4 Amps
Number of olliding bunhes 111
Beta funtions 
x
=
y
1.7/0.017 m
Emittane, "
x
(KLOE) 0.34 mm mrad
Coupling at 0 urrent 0.3 %
Tunes 
x
=
y
0.091/0.166 e
 
0.109/0.191 e
+
Table 2.1: DANE Parameter list.
2.2 The DANE luminosity at KLOE
First ollisions in the KLOE interation region after the KLOE installation were
deteted on April 14, 1999. During the rst data taking (1999 2000), a total
integrated luminosity of ' 2:4 pb
 1
has been olleted, with istantaneous luminosity
peak between 3 and 5  10
30
m
 2
s
 1
. This value lower than the one expeted
(5  10
32
m
 2
s
 1
) has been improved with some hanges:
 the magneti eld of KLOE has been redued from 6 to 5.6 kGauss,
 the KLOE interation region has been modied in the optis and supports,
 olliding urrent has been inreased due to the vauum onditioning and the
ontinuous improvements of the feedbak system.
In the 2004 2006 KLOE run, DANE has delivered an integrated luminosity in
exess of 2 fb
 1
on energy 1019:4 MeV see Figure 2.2 and, in the last part of the run
> 0:25 fb
 1
o peak 1000 MeV.
A high statisti san of the  resonane has been also performed olleting more than
10 pb
 1
per point at 4 dierent energies (1010; 1018; 1023, and 1030 MeV).
As shown in Figure 2.3 the mahine performane have been ontinuosly improving
during the on-energy run. The highest peak and daily integrated luminosities
measured by KLOE have been L
peak
= 1:53  10
32
m
 2
s
 1
and L
day
= 10 pb
 1
,
respetively.
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Figure 2.2: Integrated luminosity in pb
 1
as funtion of the number of days of data taking for the
years 2001  2005.
Figure 2.3: Last KLOE run peak and integrated luminosity.
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2.3 The KLOE detetor
The KLOE detetor onsist of a superonduting oil able to furnish a magneti eld
up to 6 kGauss, whose iron return is designed to keep the eld as muh as possible
uniform and parallel to the beam axis; a drift hamber, to trak the harged partiles;
an eletromagneti alorimeter, to detet neutral partiles; two more tile alorimeters
surrounding the quadrupoles, to omplete the alorimetri hermetiity. A setion of
the KLOE detetor is shown in Figure 2.3. In the following we will refer to an axes
system where the z{axis lies along the beams and the x and y{axes are the standard
ones, x horizontal and y vertial.
Deay hannels Momenta (Mev=)
K
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
 
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e

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e
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
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K

! 
0


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
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
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!  20  p

 310
K

! 


+

 
p

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K

! 


0

0
p

 180

0
!  20  p

 135
Table 2.2: Momenta of the partiles involved in some of the K
L
and K

deays.
2.3.1 The beam-pipe
The interation region onsists of a sphere (see Figure 2.6) of 10 m radius,
orresponding to  17K
S
deay length in order to avoid regeneration.
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Figure 2.4: Vertial transverse setion of the KLOE detetor.
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Figure 2.5: 3D view of the KLOE detetor.
The wall of the beam-pipe is made of AlBeMet, an alloy of beryl-aluminum 60%{40%
with thikness 0.5 mm. A small layer of beryl, thik 0.05 mm guarantees ontinuity
to the pipe inside the sphere. Beryl has been hosen beause of its low atomi
number in order to redue multiple sattering, regeneration, energy loss of partiles
and photon onversion.
2.3.2 The drift hamber
The KLOE traking detetor is a ylindrial drift hamber [32℄, see Figure 2.7, whose
length is variable from 2:8 m near the beam-pipe to 3:3 m near the alorimeter walls;
the outer radius is 2 m, the inner radius is 25 m. The drift hamber has the
following properties:
 high and uniform reonstrution eÆieny over a large volume, in order to
reonstrut orretly partiles that deay inside its sensitive volume (suh as
K
L
);
 very good momentum resolution (p
?
=p
?
) for low momentum traks
(50 < p < 300 MeV). In this energy range the dominant ontribution to the
momentum resolution is multiple sattering:
p
?
p
?
=
0:053
jBjL
r
L
X
0
where p
?
is the transverse momentum in GeV,  is the veloity of the partile,
L is the total trak length in m, B is the magneti eld in T and X
0
is the
radiation length;
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Figure 2.6: The beam{pipe.
Figure 2.7: The KLOE drift hamber at the end of the wire stringing.
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 it is transparent to low energy photons (down to 20 MeV);
 trak resolution in the transverse plane 
R
' 200 m and a vertex resolution

vtx
' 1 mm.
The hamber has a uniform ell struture. The uniform lling of the hamber has
been ahieved through a struture of drift ells \almost" square shaped (see
Figure2.8), arranged in oaxial layers with alternating stereo angles whih inreases
in magnitude with radius from 60 to 150 mrad.
Figure 2.8: Drift ells onguration at z = 0; a portion of hamber at boundary between small ells
(inner layers) and big ells (outer layers) is shown. Full dots indiate sense wires, irles indiate eld
wires.
The stereo angle is dened as the angle between the wire and a line parallel to the
z{axis passing through the point on the plate of the DC, where the wire is onneted,
see Figure 2.9. The ratio of eld to sense wires (3:1) is a satisfatory ompromise in
maximizing the trak sampling frequeny, while maintaining the eletrostati stability
of the drift ell. The sense wires are made of gold-plated tungsten and their diameter
is 25 m. The eld wires are made of silver-plated aluminum and their diameter is 80
m; to the eld wires are applied  1900 V. There are 12 inner and 46 outer layers,
the orresponding ell areas are 2 2 and 3 3 m
2
, respetively, for a total of 12582
single-sense-wire ells and 52140 wires.
Materials were hosen in order to minimize the density along the path of neutral
kaons, harged partiles and photons. A arbon ber omposite ( 0:1X
0
) has been
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Figure 2.9: KLOE drift hamber geometry: the z-axis is dened along the beam diretion. The
stereo angle "
k
is dened in suh a way that the stereo drop Æ is onstant.
hosen for the hamber shell.
The gas used is a 90% helium, 10% isobutane mixture. The helium is the ative
omponent of the mixture and thanks to its low atomi mass redues the eet of
multiple sattering and regeneration. The isobutane ats like quenher, it absorbs UV
photons produed in reombination proesses in order to avoid the prodution of
disharges in the DC, it an't be more than 10% due to its ammability. The mixture
has a radiation length X
0
' 1300 m, while taking into aount also the presene of
the wires, the average radiation length in the whole hamber volume is about
X
0
' 900 m.
The ell eÆieny is determined using osmi ray traks with more than 96 hits. The
\hardware eÆieny" is dened as the ratio of the number of hits found in a ell to
the number of traks rossing the ell. This eÆieny is ' 99:6% both for small and
big ells and it is ostant over the whole drift hamber volume. The \software
eÆieny" is dened requiring the hit found in the ell to be used by the trak t and
it is ' 97%. The \software" and \hardware" eÆienies are show in Figure 2.11. As
an be seen, the software eÆieny is lower for small drift distanes, this is due to the
worse resolution lose to the wires due to non-linearity of spae to time (s{t)
relations.
Using samples of Bhabha{sattering events, the momentum resolution for 510 MeV
e

has been evaluated. It an be seen in Figure 2.12 that for 50
Æ
<  < 130
Æ
( being
the angle between the z-axis and the diretion of the partile, polar angle of emission)
the momentum resolution are 
p
' 1:3 MeV and 
p
=p = 2:5 10
 3
.
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Figure 2.10: Software eÆienies as funtion of the drift distane.
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Figure 2.11: Hardware eÆienies as funtion of the drift distane.
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Figure 2.12: Momentum resolution as funtion of polar angle, using Bhabha events.
2.3.3 The eletromagneti alorimeter
The KLOE EMC [33℄, is a ne-sampling lead sintillanting-ber alorimeter with
photomultiplier read out Figure 2.13. The alorimeter has the following properties:
 a very good time resolution (' 100 ps) and a good determination (' 1 m) of
the photon onversion point, in order to allow the K
0
neutral deay vertex
determination with an auray of few mm.
The good position resolution together with the large radius (' 2m) onsent to
have a very good resolution on the angle of the photon onversion point;
 an high hermetiity (98% of the solid angle), thanks to whih multiphoton
proess has an aeptable geometrial eÆieny and events with dierent
number of photons an be separated orretly.
The energy resolution is good (5:7%=
p
E[GeV℄) and the alorimeter is fully
eÆient over the range 20 300 MeV;
 it has also a very fast time response, that is used to trigger events at rst stage.
A lead-sintillating ber sampling alorimeter has been designed to fulll these
requirements. Sintillating bers oer several advantages, in partiular they provide
good light transmission over the required distanes, up to  4:3 m. Superior timing
auray is obtained beause of single mode propagation. The alorimeter shape is
adapted to the geometrial requirements obtaining good hermetiity. The ylindrial
barrel onsists of 24 modules of trapezoidal shape 4.3 m long, 23 m thik and  60
m wide. Eah endap onsists of 32 vertial modules 0:7 3:9 m long and 23 m
thik. The modular sheme of alorimeter an be seen in Figure 2.15.
The barrel overs a region between 40
Æ
and 310
Æ
, the endaps overs the angles
inluded between 9
Æ
and 46
Æ
and between 134
Æ
and 171
Æ
respetively. The
ross-setion of the modules is retangular, of variable width.
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Figure 2.13: KLOE eletromagneti alorimeter.
Figure 2.14: Shemati view of the ber-lead omposite of eah module of the eletromagneti
alorimeter.
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Figure 2.15: Top: transverse ross setion of the KLOE detetor, it is possible to see the shapes of
the endap EMC modules. Bottom: vertial ross setion of the KLOE detetor.
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Modules are bent at the upper and lower ends to allow insertion into the barrel
alorimeter and also to maintain the photo-tube axes parallel to the magneti eld.
Due to the large overlap of barrel and endaps, the KLOE alorimeter has no inative
gap at the interfae between those omponents. The entral endap modules are
vertially divided into two halves to allow the passage of the beam-pipe.
All modules are made of 200 grooved, 0.55 mm thik lead foils alternating with 200
layers of sintillating bers with diameter 1 mm, glued in the grooves with a speial
epoxy, whih is not harmful to the ber plasti. Fibers are mostly orthogonal to the
entering partiles in order to avoid hanneling. The ratio by volume of the dierent
omponent material is: lead:ber:epoxy = 42:48:10, the high sintillator ontent is
neessary to maximize the number of olleted photons per MeV released by the
impinging partile, so to optimize the energy and time resolutions. The attenuation
length of the bers is   3 m, while the average density is 5 g/m
3
, the radiation
length is  1:5 m and the overall thikness of the alorimeter is  15 radiation
length.
Light is olleted on both sides of eah module, via light pipes whih math almost
square portions of the module end faes to 4880 photo-tubes. The read-out splits the
alorimeter into ve planes in depth, eah deep 4:4 m with the exeption of the last
whih is 5:2 m deep. In the transverse diretion eah plane is subdivided into ells
4:4 m wide. The set made of 5 ells lined up, one for eah transverse plane is named
\olumn".
The read-out r    (x  z) granularity for the EMC is nally  4:4 4:4 m
2
slightly
varying in size aross the modules. This allows a very good spatial resolution.
The energy deposit in eah ell is obtained from the harge measured at eah side of
the modules by the ADC's. The ell time is derived by time intervals measured at
eah side of the modules by the TDC's. The dierene of the signal arrival times at
both ends allows to reonstrut the oordinate along the bers. Therefore the
resolution on the z longitudinal oordinate depends on the statistis of
photoeletrons: 
z
 9 mm=
p
E[GeV℄.
The energy resolution and the linearity of the energy response have been measured
using photons from radiative Bhabha events and from ! 
+

 

0
events. In both
ases the photon energy E

is estimated by traks momenta (reonstruted by the
drift hamber) and it is ompared with the measured luster energy E
CL
. The
frational resolution 
E
=E

and the relative deviation from linearity (E

  E
CL
)=E

,
obtained from radiative Bhabha events are plotted in gure 2.16 as funtion of the
photon energy. Linearity is better than 1% for E

> 75 MeV, while deviations from
linearity at the 4 5% level are observed for low energies, probably due to the loss of
shower fragments. The t of the energy resolution to the funtion a=
p
E[GeV℄ + b
gives a negligible onstant term, proving that the resolution is dominated by
sampling utuations, and gives a stohasti term a = 5:7%:

E
E
=
5:7%
p
E(GeV)
(2.1)
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Figure 2.16: Top: linearity of the alorimeter energy response as a funtion of the photon energy.
Bottom: energy resolution of the alorimeter as a funtion of the photon energy. The two urves are
evaluated with radiative Bhabha events.
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Compatible results are obtained from ! 
+

 

0
.
The time resolution derived by the analysis of various radiative  deays is shown in
Figure 2.17.
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Figure 2.17: Time resolution of the alorimeter as a funtion of the photon energy, for radiative 
deays.
Good agreement between the measurements for dierent hannels is observed down
to 100 MeV. The urve in the plot is the result of a t:

t
=
54 ps
p
E[GeV℄
 140 ps (2.2)
where the sampling utuation term is in agreement with test beam data [35℄ and the
seond term is a onstant to be added in quadrature. The onstant term is given by
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the quadrature sum of two ontributions: the intrinsi time spread due to the nite
length of the luminous point in the beam diretion, whih ontributes for  125 ps,
and the resolution of the synhronization with the DANE radio{frequeny, whih
ontribute for  50 ps.
Compatible results are obtained from ! 
+

 

0
and from radiative Bhabha
deays.
The photon detetion eÆieny is an important quantity for various analysis. Three
data samples have been used to estimate it: radiative Bhabha events and
! 
+

 

0
deays, whih provide a soure of photons oming from the interation
point, and K
L
! 
+

 

0
deays, in whih the photons originate from a K
L
deay
vertex in the DC volume. The detetion eÆieny "

, resulting from these three
analysis, are shown as a funtion of the photon energy in Figure 2.18.
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Figure 2.18: Photon detetion eÆieny using: e
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 (Bhabha radiative), 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+

 

0
, K
L
!

+

 

0
.
A onstant value of more than 98% is observed above 100 MeV, while a loss in
eÆieny is evident below 100 MeV.
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2.3.4 The quadrupole alorimeters (QCAL)
In order to ahieve the maximum possible luminosity, the last fousing quadru- poles
are very lose to the interation point, inside the KLOE detetor. The presene of
this quadrupoles limits the geometrial aeptane for photons oming from K
0
L
deays enreasing by a fator 5 the probability to lose one single photon, then a
sensitive detetor overing the quadrupoles is ertainly welome.
Detetor design must satisfy stringent weight and volume requirements to t between
the quadrupoles and the drift hamber inner wall. The adopted solution is a sampling
alorimeter made of lead and sintillator tiles see Figure 2.19.
The alorimeter is divided in 16 radial setion whose light is olleted by wavelength
shifting bers. Eah ber urved and shared between two non adjaent setor
allowing to plae the PMs only on the side far from the interation point and
avoiding double hits on the same ber.
Looking from the interation point eah radial setor has a onial part (50 m long)
followed by a ylindrial one (31 m long). Eah setor ontains 16 lead planes (2 mm
thik) and 15 sintillator layers (1 mm thik) for a total of  5:5 radiation lengths.
PMs are of mesh-dynode type to redue the eet of magneti eld.
1
The signal
oming out from eah PMs is splitted in two: the rst is shaped and sent to the
ADC, the seond is disriminated and sent to the TDC. Main request for the QCAL
detetor is the photon detetion eÆieny. This an be measured using osmi rays
seleted by the drift hamber. The energy released by a osmi MIP is equivalent to
that of a 75 MeV photon.
The eÆieny for the single setor is 98 %, but when both signal at the ber ends are
requested the eÆieny drop down to 75 %. The hit oordinate along the ber is
determined by the dierene in the arrival time at two ends from:
z = L  v
t
2
  t
1
2
(2.3)
where L is half of the total ber length and v is the light speed in the ber. Photon
detetion eÆieny has been evaluated using K
0
L
! 
0

0

0
and K
0
L
! 
+

 

0
samples and looking for a photon not deteted by alorimeter that intersets the
QCAL region. The result for a single photon eÆieny is 92 4%.
Time resolution obtained with osmi rays events is:
(t) = 0:9 0:2 ns (2.4)
orresponding to:
(t) =
240 ns
p
E(GeV)
(2.5)
Energy resolution is expeted to be larger than 40% and indiates that QCAL
detetor an be used as photon ounter but not a preise alorimeter.
1
Nonetheless a gain redution of  60% has been observed one the PMs have been installed inside
the KLOE magneti eld.
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Figure 2.19: Shemati view of a quadrupole alorimeter.
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2.4 The trigger system
The main goal of the KLOE trigger system [47℄ is to:
 produe a trigger signal for all  events;
 reognize Bhabha and osmi-ray events and aept a downsaled sample for
alibration purposes;
 rejet the mahine bakground.
There are two main soures of bakground.
One is due to Bhabha events at small angles, where eletrons and positrons hit two
fousing quadrupoles loated very lose to the IP and produe showers inside the
detetor.
The other soure is due to partile losses from the DANE beams. These
o-momentum partiles ome from beam-gas interations or Toushek sattering. The
trigger is based on loal energy deposit in alorimeter and multipliity information
from the drift hamber. It is omposed by two levels (see Figure 2.20) in order to
both produe an early trigger with good timing to start the Front End Eletroni
(FEE) operations and to use as muh information as possible from the drift hamber.
Speially, after the arrival of a rst level trigger, additional information is olleted
from the drift hamber, whih is used, together with the alorimetri information, to
onrm the former and to start the DAQ system. The alorimeter triggers on loal
energy deposits larger than a programmable threshold. Two thresholds are given for
eah EMC signal, the rst at low energy  50 MeV in order to trigger on low energy
partiles from  deays entering the alorimeter (Low Energy Threshold, LET), and
the seond at high energy  350 MeV in order to identify and rejet (or aept as
downsaled sample) Bhabha events (BhaBha Trigger, BBT).
The drift hamber triggers on the multipliity of red wires: eah sense wire signal,
after preampliation, is fed into the disriminator ard where signals for the TDCs
and the trigger are formed; for the trigger they are formed to a width of 250 ns, i.e.
the oinidene width whih optimizes both signal eÆieny and bakground
rejetion, and produes a fast trigger signal.
The rst level trigger algorithm an be summarized as follows:
  trigger: (2 alorimeter LET hits with Barrel-Barrel, Barrel-Endap or
Endap-Endap topology) OR (15 drift hamber hits within 250 ns).
 Bhabha veto: 2 alorimeter BBT setors with Barrel-Barrel or Endap-Endap
topology.
The level one trigger T1 sets a 2 s long aknowledge signal, whih vetoes other rst
level triggers and allows signals formation from the drift hamber ells.
Before being distributed to the alorimeter FEE, the rst level trigger is synhronized
with a resolution of 50 ps with the DANE radiofrequeny divided by 4 (T = 10:8
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Figure 2.20: Trigger sheme.
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ns). Therefore the alorimeter TDCs measure the time with respet to a bunh
rossing oming n periods after the ollision that originated the event, where n has to
be determined by the oine reonstrution of the event. This tehnique allows us to
preserve the resolution on time measurement at the level of pio-seond, whih would
be otherwise spoiled by the intrinsi jitter of the trigger signal formation.
At the end of the dead time the trigger system asks for a onrmation of the level 1
deision. The signal from these dediated hannels are treated in the same way as
those used to dene the  or Bhabha alorimetri triggers but with threshold hosen
to be equal to the average energy released in a ell by a minimum ionizing partile
MIP (40 50 MeV). One two setors are above threshold, the osmi rays bit is
ativated and the event agged. To avoid rejetion of 
+

 
events, whih trigger
easily the external planes of the alorimeter, a third level trigger (T3) has been
developed. Eah event deteted as osmi ray events by the seond level trigger are
agged and not rejeted, then these events pass through the T3 lter before being
written on tape. The T3 lter performs a fast preliminary pattern reognition looking
for traks oming from the interation point. If no trak is oming from the IP the
event is rejeted. The level two trigger T2 gives the stop to hamber TDCs and starts
the data aquisition.
The seond level algorithm an be summarized in this way:
  trigger: (at least 1 alorimeter hit in the Barrel or 3 hit in the same Endap)
OR (40 drift hamber hits integrated during 850 ns after T1).
 Cosmi ag: 2 hits on the external plane of the alorimeter with Barrel-Barrel
or Barrel-Endap topology.
2.5 The data aquisition system
The KLOE data aquisition system [36℄ (DAQ) was designed to ollet data from
more than 23000 eletroni hannels (13000 DC and 10000 EmC hannels) at a
maximum rate of 50 Mbytes/s. A two level onentration sheme has been adopted,
Figure 2.21.
In the rst level sub{events are proessed, where a sub-event is a piee of an event
produed by a subset of the front end eletronis (FEE). The FEE are housed in
rates together with read-out ontrollers (ROCK's). The rates are organized in 10
hains.
A ROCK manager, the ROCKM, reads sub-events, assoiated to a trigger number,
from a hain through a ustom bus, the C{bus. The ROCKM's are housed in seond
level rates together with CPU's equipped with FDDI interfaes. The CPU's reads
the data from the ROCKM's and send it to the CPU online farms. The addresses of
the online farm proessors is provided by a Data Flow Controller (DFC). The DFC
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guarantees that all sub-events with the same trigger number are sent to the same
CPU online farm. After arriving the online farm proessor, the sub-events from
dierent hains, assoiated to the same trigger number, are merged together to build
a whole event, and are written in YBOS format into a irular buer. Here the
formatted events are read by the two proesses: the Reorder, whih writes events to
disk, and on tapes; the Spy-Daemon, wih writes events in a spy buer for online
monitoring, eventsin a spy buer for online monitoring, event display, and detetor
alibration.
These tasks are aomplished by numerous proesses. Among these, the Trgmon
proess, reading information about trigger setors, provides a fast monitor of
quantities suh as instantaneous luminosity, bakground level, and data rates. The L3
proess selets Bhabha, , and CR events used for detetor online alibration and
monitoring. Finally, the Trkmon proess, alulates for eah run the average 
momentum and position by using Bhabha events, and heks drift hamber wire
eÆienies.
2.6 MonteCarlo: detetor simulation and physis
generators
The KLOE MonteCarlo program, GEANFI, is based on the GEANT 3.21 library [37℄
widely used in urrent high-energy and astropartile physis experiments. GEANFI
inorporates a detailed desription of the KLOE apparatus, inluding:
 the new interation region: the beam pipe, the low{beta quadrupoles, and the
QCAL alorimeters;
 the drift hamber;
 the endap and barrel alorimeters;
 the superonduting magnet and the return yoke struture
A set of speialized routines has been developed to simulate the response of eah
detetor, starting from the basi quantities obtained from the GEANT
partile-traking and energy deposition routines. Moreover the simulation of
dE
dX
measurement in drift hamber and the treatment of nulear interations/regeneration
in drift hamber wall and beam pipe are inserted.
GEANFI ontains the ode to generate the physis of interest at DANE. The ross
setion for the relevant proesses in e
+
e
 
ollisions at
p
s = 1:02 GeV are listed in
Table 2.3.
A preise Bhabha-event is required for the measurement of the luminosity.
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Figure 2.21: Sheme of the DAQ{system hardware.
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Table 2.3: Cross setions for several e
+
e
 
interation proesses at
p
s = 1:02 GeV. For the proess
e
+
e
 
! , the visible ross setion is listed.
To reah an auray of a few per mill for the eetive ross-setion radiative
orretions must be properly treated. BABAYAGA [39℄ generator [37, 38℄ has been
interfaed with GEANFI. This generator is based on the appliation to QED of the
parton-shower method originally developed for perturbative QCD alulations. The
generator takes into aount orretions due to initial-state radiation (ISR), nal-state
radiation (FSR), and ISR-FSR interferene, and has an estimated auray of 0.5%.
BABAYAGA an also be used to generate e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
and e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
events.
The routines in the GEANT library simulate two and three body deays aording to
pure phase-spae distributions. Only the main deay modes of muons, pions, kaons,
and mesons are simulated. We have enrihed the list of simulated partile-deay
modes to inlude rare deays and rened the kinemati distributions of the
seondaries to inlude the orrelations expeted from the matrix elements for the
dierent deay proesses.
The generator for  events, BABAYAGA, selets the  deay hannel and delares
the deay produts to GEANT. Initial-state radiation and the beam-energy spread of
the mahine (E
beam
=E
beam
= 0.05%) are taken into aount event by event in the
simulation of the deay kinematis.
All deays modes of the harged and neutral kaons meson are simulated.
Chapter 3
Data reonstrution and event
lassiation
3.1 Data reonstrution
The reonstrution of raw data, whih are written to mass storage by the DAQ
system, starts with the translation, performed through the detetor maps, of
eletroni addresses into geographial detetor addresses: time and position of the
DC hits and time, position and released energy of the EMC ells. These quantities
are then proessed in order to reonstrut the physial quantities of the events.
3.1.1 Clustering
The lustering algorithm for the KLOE Eletromagneti Calorimeter, has to
reonstrut the energy, impat point and the arrival time of eah photons that reah
the alorimeter.
Let us all ell a alorimeter segment, whih is dened as the smallest alorimeter
physial hannel viewed by two photo-multipliers in the plane transversal to the bre
diretion. For eah ell two time signals, t
A;B
and two amplitude signals S
A;B
are
reorded from the photo-multipliers on the two side of the bre. The longitudinal
position of the energy deposit is derived from the time dierene between the two
ends of the bre, t
A
  t
B
. Let us dene some useful variables:
 the TDC alibration onstants 
A;B
, in ℄textns=TDC ounts;
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 the average times measured in a dediate run T
A;B
;
 the ne orretions to the time osets t
A;B
0
;
 the ell length L (m);
 the light veloity in the bres v (m/ns);
The partile arrival time t and its oordinate z along the bre diretion are obtained
from these variables as:
t =
t
A
+ t
B
2
 
t
A
0
+ t
B
0
2
 
L
2v
(3.1)
z =
v
2

t
A
  t
B
  (t
A
0
  t
B
0
)

(3.2)
with
t
A;B
= 
A;B
 T
A;B
(3.3)
The energy signal on eah side of a ell i is dened as:
E
A;B
i
=
S
A;B
i
  S
A;B
0;i
S
M;i
 k
E
(3.4)
where S are the ADC ounts, S
0;i
are the zero osets of the amplitude sale, S
M;i
is
the response for a minimum ionising partile rossing the alorimeter entre and k
E
is
a sale fator, that gives the energy sale in MeV. The energy of the ell is obtained
as the average of the two sides weighted with a fator that takes into aount the
attenuation due to the light propagation along the bre:
E
ell
i
=
E
A
i
A
A
i
+ E
B
i
A
B
i
2
(3.5)
The lustering algorithm works to put together ells hit by the same partile: joining
the adjaent ells to form pre-lusters and then these pre-lusters are joined or split
using both time and position informations.
The luster time is dened as the energy weighted average of the times of the ells
belonging it:
t
l
=

ells
E
i
t
i

ells
E
i
(3.6)
The same proedure is used for the three oordinates of the lusters:
x
l
=

ells
E
i
x
i

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E
i
(3.7)
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A signiant systemati eet indued by the lustering is the prodution of spurious
lusters from the splitting of a unique energy deposit in the alorimeter.
This eet is strongly dependent on the energy of the partile releasing its energy and
on the position of the luster in the EMC and aets the photon multipliity
observed by the detetor in a given event. For this reason it has been studied on
well-dene photons samples suh as those produed in e
+
e
 
! e
+
e
 
 events and in 
radiative deays. The probability of having a luster splitting is omputed as a
funtion of luster energy and polar angle, and is nally used to unfold the true
multipliities from the observed ones.
After luster reonstrution, an estimate of the referene time of the event (the
absolute T
0
) is given by assuming that the rst luster in time is due to a prompt
photon oming from the origin; this photon must have at least 50 MeV and must lie
farther than 60 m from the ollision axis. The hypothesis of the being a prompt
luster reasonably ts a large set of events (radiative  deays, K
L
with at least a 
or a 
0
produed, e
+
e
 
! e
+
e
 
), but is inadequate to desribe K

events: in the
harged kaon ase, after event lassiation, a new estimation of the T0 must be
done. One that the absolute T0 is determined, it is taken as referene for all the
times of the event.
3.1.2 Traking
The traking and vertexing proedure [41, 42℄ are based on the algorithms developed
for the ARGUS drift hamber [43℄, and are modied to take into aount the stereo
geometry of the KLOE drift hamber and to optimize the vertex-nding eÆieny
over all the deteting volume.
The hamber operates with a helium-based gas mixture to minimize the traks
multiple sattering.
Due to the large ell dimensions the drift veloity is not saturated and the ell
response is not linear. Spei sets of spae to time relations (s-t relations), whih
allow to reonstrut the distane of losest approah of the partile to the sense wire,
are omputed as funtion of the drift time. Due to the square shape of the drift ell
and to the deformations indued on it by the stereo geometry, the s-t relations
depend on the spatial oordinates of the ell and on the inidene diretion of the
trak in the ell. This dependene has been parametrized aording to two variables
(dened as shown in Figure 3.1): the trak inidene angle
~
 and the shape
parameter , whih takes into aount the peuliar geometry of the upper part of the
ell. It has been seen [44℄ that 232 parameterizations aounting for ell type (small
or big), trak orientation, and ell shape, are a reasonable ompromise whih allows a
good desription of the s-t relations and a limited number of parameterizations.
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φ
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Figure 3.1: Denitions of the variables used in the s-t relations lassiation.
The s-t relations are parametrized in terms of a 5
th
order Chebyhev polynomial,
d(C
k
; t  T
0
), and the C
k
are 6 232 oeÆients.
The trak reonstrution proedure starts with the pattern reognition. The
pattern reognition gives also a rst estimate of the trak parameters. Owing to the
stereo geometry of the drift hamber, the hits are distributed on 2 nearby urves
when projeted onto the x{y plane. One of these urve is made up by the hits whih
re wires with the positive stereo angle and the other one by the hits of wires with
negative angle.
The pattern reognition rst ombines the hits on eah view separately. The 2D
andidates are then mathed and merged to dene the nal trak andidate. In
merging the two views the z information is also extrated and an evaluation of the
parameters desribing the trajetory is made.
The trak t is a least-square t of the trak andidates whose initial parameters are
taken from the pattern reognition results. The ultimate goal is to give the best
estimation of the partile momenta and positions. The t yields the parameters
 !
q
whih minimize the quadrati form:

2
= [
 !
d
meas
 
 !
d
 !
q
℄
T
W [
 !
d
meas
 
 !
d
 !
q
℄
where
 !
d
meas
are the measured drift distanes,
 !
d
 !
q
are the distanes of the losest
approah of the trak to eah wire and W is the inverse ovariane matrix of the
measured oordinates. The minimization is performed using an iterative proedure in
whih the trak model is loally linearized. Energy loss and multiple sattering
suered by partiles in rossing the drift hamber are also taken in aount. The
trak t proedure also ontains some additional features designed to inrease the
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performane of the hit assignments using the parameters available at the trak t
level, whih are more rened than those available at pattern reognition level. These
are:
 Hit addition: an ansatz is made to add hits that were not assoiated to any
trak andidate by the pattern reognition. Eah hit is added or not on the
basis of its ontribution to the 
2
.
 Hit rejetion: hits assoiated to traks by the pattern reognition may be
removed if their ontribution to the 
2
is too large.
 Trak joining: tries to merge two andidate traks whih ould have been
produed by the same partile and split by the pattern reognition.
 Trak splitting: it operates in the opposite way if the trak joining, it tries to
split single traks orresponding to two dierent physial signals.
3.1.3 Vertexing
After reonstruting traks, the vertex t [42℄ aims to reonstrut the positions of the
deay vertexes in the DC volume.
In order to reonstrut the  deay vertex traks are extrapolated toward the nominal
interation point, taking into aount the energy losses on the DC inner walls. For
the other vertexes an iterative proedure is used to obtain the point of losest
approah for all traks. Pairs of traks are searhed, whose trajetories show an
aeptable rossing point, both in the x{y plane and along the z oordinate. A 
2
minimization is applied in order to obtain the best possible estimate of the vertex
position, and if suh proedure onverges, the vertex is kept.
Vertexes are lassied aording to the quality of the t. At this level, even more
than one vertex an belong to a given trak. A merging proedure is performed to
join 2-traks vertexes together, so obtaining vertexes with 3 or more traks (this is
partiularly relevant for the K

! 


+

 
deay). An hypothesis test whih
ompares the 4-traks vertees versus the 2-traks vertees is done. On the bases of
the 
2
the two hypotheses are taped.
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3.2 The bakground rejetion lter: FILFO
The bakground-rejetion algorithm is based on alorimeter lustering and DC hit
ounting, so that bakground events an be eliminated before DC reonstrution,
whih is the most CPU-intensive setion of our reonstrution program. The main
FILFO features are the downsaling of Bhabha and osmi events, and mahine
bakground rejetion.
For the identiation of bakground events, uts are applied on the number of
lusters; the number of DC hits; the total energy in the alorimeter; the average polar
angle, position, and depth of the (two) most energeti luster(s); and the ratio
between the number of hits in the innermost DC layers and the total number of DC
hits. These uts have been studied to minimize losses for physis hannels.
Additionally, a simple ut on anomalously large energy deposits in any alorimeter
region is inluded to rejet rare mahine bakground topologies due to sporadi
beam-loss events.
3.3 Event Classiation: EVCL
Events surviving the rejetion lters and reonstruted by means of drift hamber
information are nally lassied into distint ategories (data streams) by the
event-seletion algorithms, aording to the dierent hypotheses for the nal state.
Seletion algorithms must orretly separate the various  deay hannels with the
highest possible eÆieny and minimize the ontaminations from the other streams.
In order to avoid orrelations, the same event an be tagged by more than one
algorithm and saved in dierent data streams. Moreover, biases are avoided by
adopting rather loose and simple seletion riteria. This also allows to redue the
CPU time needed for the event lassiation to a very small fration with respet to
the omplete data reonstrution hain. The main streams dened in the event
lassiation are, see Figure 3.2:
 ! K
+
K
 
(KPM);
 ! K
0
S
K
0
L
(KLS);
 ! ; 
+

 

0
(RPI);
  radiative deays (RAD);
 Bhabha and osmi events useful for detetor alibration (CLB). Also
e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
and e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
events are olleted within this sample;
 All events not identied by any of the EvCl algorithms (UFO);
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Figure 3.2: Logi sheme of the KLOE oine reonstrution.
 Bhabha sattering.
To save spae on tape, only a little part of UFO events are kept, sine a sizable
amount of suh events are unidentied  deays (for instane K
+
K
 
events in whih
both kaons have deayed in the interation region without reahing the traking
volume) or mahine bakground events.
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Chapter 4
Seletion of harged kaon events
! K
+
K
 
onstitutes the most frequent deay mode of the  meson, sine the
branhing ratio for this hannel is 49.2% [26℄. In the  rest frame, the two harged
kaons have opposite momenta of 127 MeV , but due to the beam rossing angle the 
is produed with a momentum of  13 MeV . Then in the laboratory frame the kaon
momentum ranges between  120 MeV and 135 MeV (see table 2.2).
The average value of the radius of urvature in the KLOE magneti eld ( 0:52 T )
for harged kaons having p
z
= 0 is 81 m; onsidering also the z omponent of its
momentum, it turns out that a harged kaon has to travel in average  35 m from
the interation point before reahing the drift hamber volume. Given their veloity
 ' 0:25 and their mean life  = 1:2384  10
 8
s [26℄, harged kaons have deay length
 ' 95 m, so that the probability for harged kaons to reah the DC volume and
release a suÆient number of hits to determine a reonstrutible trak does not
exeed 70%. Moreover, a partile oming from the interation region, before entering
the hamber, has to pass through the beam pipe, (see setion 2.3.1) and through the
drift hamber inner wall (see setion 2.3.2), loosing on average 25 MeV, with a
orresponding shortening of the deay length to about 75 m.
4.1 The KPM stream seletion algorithms
Five seletion algorithms have been developed for the identiation of ! K
+
K
 
events and they onstitute the oÆial proedure of the Event Classiation program
for the KPM stream.
At the beginning of the data taking, during the mahine tuning, till year 2000, only
the rst three algorithms were applied. Later two more algorithms more eÆient and
with higher leaning apability have been developed.
1. Algo1, based on the existene of a andidate ! K
+
K
 
vertex in the
interation region.
2. Algo2, looking for events with both K
+
and K
 
traks reonstruted without
the  vertex.
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3. Algo3, trying to identify a harged kaon by requiring spei uts on a single
tted trak.
4. TOPO, exploiting the typial geometrial onguration of a K
+
K
 
event.
5. TAG, founded on the kinemati reonstrution and identiation of a tagging
K

two-body deay.
The rst three algorithms are applied in asade, aording to the diagram shown in
4.1. Even if they have been replaed by the two newest algorithms we report them
here for ompleteness purposes. Eah algorithm analyzes the events by means of
Algo 1
Algo 2
Algo 3
Veto 1
Veto 2
Veto 3
Y
Y
Y
KPM
event
KPM
event
KPM
event
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
No KPM
event
N
N
N
Figure 4.1: Logi sheme applied for the Algo1, Algo2 and Algo3 algorithms in the Event Classi-
ation program.
suitable seletion riteria and a orresponding veto tests them against the bakground
hypothesis: if suh onditions are fullled, the events are denitively kept and no
further requirements are imposed, otherwise the events are left to the analysis of the
next algorithm(s). The denitions of the seletion riteria applied in the rst three
algorithms are given in the following.
In the Algo1 proedure vertexes with 2 traks and total zero harge are required in
the duial volume dened by:
 r
V
=
p
x
2
V
+ y
2
V
< 50 m;
 jz
V
j < 40 m;
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in addition, the two traks momenta
 !
p
1
and
 !
p
2
must be suh that:
 180 < j
 !
p
1
j+ j
 !
p
2
j < 235 MeV ;
  20 <
 !
p
1x
+
 !
p
2x
< 40 MeV ;
 j
 !
p
1y
+
 !
p
2y
j < 30 MeV ;
 j
 !
p
1z
+
 !
p
2z
j < 20 MeV .
Veto1 rejet events for whih any of the following requirement is satised.
Veto logi: (1.and.2).or.3.or.4:
1. 
K
+
< 0:60 rad (trak produed at small polar angle);
2. 
K
 
< 0:60 rad (trak produed at small polar angle);
3. jr
1PCA
+ r
2PCA
j  16 m where r
iPCA
=
p
x
2
iPCA
+ y
2
1PCA
;
4. jz
1PCA
+ z
2PCA
j  16 m;
and where x
iPCA
, y
iPCA
, z
iPCA
and are oordinates of the Point of Closest Approah
of the kaon trak to the IP. The Algo2 proedure asks for two traks whose innermost
(outermost) DC layer hit is < 20 (< 35), orresponding to 72:5 m (117:5 m) in the
x  y plane. The distane between the last hits of the two traks has to be at least
88 m, the distane between the enters of the two helioidal trajetories in the x  y
plane has not to exeed 25 m. Subsequently, the following uts are required:
 70 < j
 !
p
1
j < 170 MeV ;
 jz
1PCA
j < 70 m;
 jr
1PCA
j < 15 m;
 50 < j
 !
p
2
j < 200 MeV ;
 jz
2PCA
j < 100 m;
 jr
2PCA
j < 25 m;
 145 < j
 !
p
1
+
 !
p
2
j < 260 MeV ;
 jz
1PCA
  z
2PCA
j < 100 m;
 jr
1PCA
+ r
2PCA
j < 16 m.
The denition of Veto2 oinides with Veto1.
In the Algo3 proedure a single trak is searhed with innermost (outermost) DC
layer hit < 10 (< 35), whih orresponds to 48:5 m (117:5 m) in the x  yplane.
Subsequently, the following uts are required:
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 trak length < 150 m;
 85 < j
 !
p j < 120 MeV ;
 r
PCA
< 10 m;
 jz
PCA
j < 20 m.
In order Veto3 to be satised, at least one of the logial onditions is required.
Veto logi: 1.or.2.or.3.or.4:
1. jz
PCA
j > 5m;
2. jr
PCA
j > 5m;
3. j
 !
p j < 80 MeV ;
4. jKj < 0:7 rad.
The eÆieny of the Algo1-Algo2-Algo3 asade has been evaluated on Monte Carlo
and is about 26%.
4.1.1 The new algorithms
A very high bakground rate in the KPM stream and a strong orrelation in
eÆieny and systemati evaluation has been observed, sine the starting of the
KLOE data taking in 1999, when only these three algorithms were implemented in
the Event Classiation program. A typial bakground was due to pion
photoprodution on the beam-pipe, see gure 4.2 and gure 4.3
Thus two more algorithms alled TOPO and TAG have been developed in order to
redue the presene of bakground in the nally streamed data sample and to provide
an estimate of the systematis indued by the rst three algorithms. Their denitions
are given below.
The old seletion (the Algo-asade) and the new algorithms have been \OR-ed" for
2001 and 2002 data.
The TOPO algorithm initially requires two traks of opposite harge in the event
whih satisfy the following seletion uts:
 jz
PCA
j < 15m;
 jr
PCA
j < 15m;
 70 < j
 !
p
PCA
j < 130 MeV ;
 last hit in a duial volume obtained by rotating around the beam axis the
isoseles trapezium having parallel sides, 250 m and 270 m long, whose
distanes from the z axis are 40 m and 150 m respetively.
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Figure 4.2: Reonstrution of a pion photoprodution event.
The angle 
em
between the emission line of the two kaons and the horizontal axis is
then onsidered. The two momenta
 !
p
1
and
 !
p
2
have to satisfy these two onditions
simultaneously:
 (176 < j
 !
p
1
j+ j
 !
p
2
j < 220 MeV ) .OR. (jj
 !
p
1
j   j
 !
p
2
jj > 8 MeV ) ;
 jj
 !
p
1
j   j
 !
p
2
jj > 25  (os(
em
)  0:6).
While the rst ondition exploits the orrelation between the momenta of the two
andidate traks, the seond ondition uses the information of the boost of the 
meson.
The eÆieny of the TOPO algorithm has been evaluated on Monte Carlo and is
about 9%.
4.1.2 The TAG algorithm
The TAG algorithm tries to identify a two-body kaon deay K !  or K ! 
0
,
whih are about 85% of harged kaon deays. It requires two traks onneted to the
same vertex. First is required a trak (kaon andidate) whih has the point of losest
approah to the IP smaller than d
0
= 10 m (z
0
= 20 m) along the radial
(longitudinal) axis. The radial distane between the kaon andidate deay vertex and
the beam axis has to be 40 < R
V
< 150 m. The kaon andidate must also have
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Figure 4.3: Momentum of K
+
versus the momentum of K
 
for data (above) and Monte Carlo
simulation (below). It possible to see a large amount of bakground due to pions photoprodued on
the beam-pipe, whih are haraterized by the linear relation between the momenta of the two \kaon"
andidate.
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70 < j
 !
p j < 130 m. One the kaon andidate has been identied, the andidate
seondary trak must have the same harge of the kaon and momentum in the
laboratory ranging from 120 to 320 MeV and momentum in the kaon rest frame,
using the 

mass hypothesis, ranging from 180 to 270 MeV .
Let's see how the tag algorithm ats on the event seletion. First onsider the
distribution of d
0
, z
0
and andidate kaon momentum before any ut (see gure 4.4).
It is possible to see a big disrepany between data and Monte Carlo espeially in the
distribution of the andidate kaon momentum mainly due to pion photoprodued
ontamination. Just applying the kaon preseletion a large amount of these
bakground events are disarded (see gure 4.5).
Then onsider the distribution of the variables involved in the kaon deay: distane of
the vertex from the beam axis R
V
, momentum dierene at the deay vertex p
between the kaon and the seondary produed in the deay, momentum of the
seondary in the kaon rest frame. Begin onsidering the rst row of gure 4.6 whih
represents the radial distane of the kaon vertex orreted for the harge (d
0
 R
V
in
the gure; R
V
> 0 if the kaon and the seondary have the same harge, otherwise
R
V
< 0). It is possible to see that there is a large amount of vertex at the interation
point whih ome from  deay and pion photoprodution, sine the harge of the
partiles involved in the vertexes is dierent. In the middle row is possible to see the
distribution of p; the peak at zero orresponds to fake kaon deay vertexes whih
ome from kaon broken traks and the peak at 200 MeV orresponds to a seondary
reonstruted with the wrong diretion: the seondary harge is wrong and so the
rst hit is reonstruted as the last hit and vieversa. In the last raw is possible to
see the presene of three body kaon deays (around 150 MeV ) and of kaon broken
traks (near 50 MeV ). It is possible to see how suitable uts lean the data sample;
see gure 4.7 where the following ut have been applied:
 40 m < R
V
< 150 m;
 120 MeV < jpj = j
 !
p
K
 
 !
p
se
j < 320 MeV .
For omparison with gure 4.3 we report in gure 4.8 the plot of the momentum of
the K
+
versus the momentum of the K
 
for double tagged events: the pollution due
to pion photoprodution has disappeared.
The most important feature of the Tag algorithm is that works using the
informations from only one of the two hemisphere of the event (K
+
or K
 
). Sine at
DANE kaons are always produed in pairs, the detetion of K

without using the
information from the seond kaon K

allows us to onsider the tag events as
referene normalization and the kaons on the other hemisphere an be onsidered as a
pure K

beam. Then it allows the measurement of absolute branhing ratios.
The eÆieny of the TAG algorithm has been evaluated on Monte Carlo and is about
20%.
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of d
0
(above) and z
0
(in the middle) for the kaon andidate, before any ut.
Below is shown the kaon andidate momentum. Dots represent data and the yellow shape represents
Monte Carlo.
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of d
0
(above) and z
0
(in the middle) for the kaon andidate, after kaon
preseletion. Below is shown the kaon andidate momentum. Dots represent data and the yellow
shape represents Monte Carlo.
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Figure 4.6: Distribution of d
0
 R
V
(above), p (in the middle) and p

(below) before any ut.
Dots represent data and the yellow histogram represents Monte Carlo.
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Figure 4.7: Distribution of d
0
 R
V
(above), 
p
(in the middle) and p

(below) the ut on the
seondary have been applied. Dots represent data and the yellow histogram represents Monte Carlo.
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Figure 4.8: Momentum of K
+
versus the momentum of K
 
for Monte Carlo simulation (above)
and double tagged events (below). The bakground due to pions photoprodued on the beam-pipe
visible in gure 4.3 has disappeared.
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4.2 Retraking, merging and absolute timing
The KLOE reonstrution has been oneived to trak neutral kaon deays. The
traking proedure is performed in the pion mass hypothesis. Therefore the
reonstrution is not optimized for harged kaon traks (see gures 4.9 and 4.10). It
was mandatory to develop a retraking and merging proedure whih takes into
aount the right mass hypothesis and the dE/dx in the hamber walls.
The retraking is performed taking into aount the energy losses rossing the various
detetor materials or between onseutive hits traveling through the gas in the DC
using the Bethe-Bloh formula under the orret mass hypothesis. It produes
improvement of all quantities involved, as an be seen in gures 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13,
where are shown respetively the improvements on the kaon momentum resolution,
the improvement on the vertex resolution and the number of broken kaon traks.
Also the referene time T0 must be alulated again beause the standard KLOE
proedure is based on photons oming from the IP (see setion 3.1.1). The orret
knowledge of the kaon momentum, obtained by the retraking, allows to re-ompute
the absolute T0 of the event, and onsequently to improve the quality of the
reonstrution of the whole event. The T0 nding is based on vertex position, luster
times, momentum of kaon and harged seondary at vertex for partiles involved in
the tag hemisphere and is performed traing bak the partiles from the alorimeter
to the IP, taking into aount dE=dx for kaons.
For 
0
deays it is possible to hek neutral versus harged reonstruted deay
time. Using double tag events it is possible to extrat T0 resolution from data
(T0
+
 T0
 
). The T0 global algorithm has an high eÆieny  96%, good resolution

T0
 0:7 ns and it an be monitored from data with double tagged events.
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Figure 4.9: Reonstrution, without retraking of a K
+
! 
+
, K
 
! 
 
 event. Three fake
vertexes have been reonstruted besides the two true vertexes.
Figure 4.10: Energy released in the big ells versus the momentum of the partile, it is possible to
see the big dierene of energy released between kaons and their seondaries.
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Figure 4.11: Resolution on the kaon momentum before (above) and after (below) retraking.
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Figure 4.12: Vertex resolution before (above) and after (below) retraking.
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Figure 4.13: Number of broken kaon traks before (above) and after (below) retraking.
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Figure 4.14: A shemati piture of a double tag K ! , K ! 
0
event. The times of the
lusters an be used for the T0 evaluation.
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Figure 4.15: T0 evaluation for Monte Carlo harged kaon events, using the photon from the IP (in
blue) and with harged kaon dediated proedure (in red).
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Chapter 5
The analysis
5.1 Introdution
In the following we desribe the measurement of the harged kaon lifetime. This
measurement is eagerly awaited from our ommunity in order to larify the present
situation showing disrepanies between "in-ight" and "at-rest" measurements, so
far used in the PDG average. Moreover this quantity is a fundamental parameter for
the extration of the V
us
element of the CKM matrix, together with all the other
inputs measurable at KLOE, namely the semileptoni branhing ratio and the form
fator slopes.
In order to ross hek systemati eets we developed two dierent analysis
methods: the kaon deay length and the kaon deay time measurement.
The measurement of the harged kaon deay length requires the reonstrution of the
kaon deay vertex using only Drift Chamber, DC, information while the kaon deay
vertex reonstrution eÆieny is evaluated using a ontrol sample given by
EletroMagneti Calorimeter, EMC, information only.
The seond method relies on the measurement of the kaon deay time using EMC
information only. We onsider events with a 
0
in the nal state only:
K

! X + 
0
! X +  (5.1)
In this ase the kaon deay vertex reonstrution eÆieny is evaluated using a
ontrol sample given by DC information only.
5.2 Analysis sheme
The proedure of this analysis an be summarized as follows:
1. Seletion of a pure \K

beam" using the tag algorithm (see setion 5.4).
2. Denition of the two methods and for eah method:
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(a) determination of the harged kaon proper time distribution (see setions
5.5.1 and 5.5.2), evaluation of the bakground events and bakground
rejetion, (see setions 5.5.1 and 5.5.2),
(b) evaluation of the eÆieny to reonstrut the harged kaon deay vertex
on data. The eÆieny is orreted to take in aount a small disrepany
between the true and the reonstruted MC eÆienies (see setions 5.6.1
and 5.6.2),
() measurement of the resolution urves as a funtion of the harged kaon
proper time (see setions 5.7.1 and 5.7.2).
(d) t of the proper time distribution, taking into aount the orretion given
by the kaon deay vertex reonstrution eÆieny and the resolution
eets (see setions 5.8.1 and 5.8.2),
(e) evaluation of the systematis on the measurement. (see setions 5.9.1 and
5.9.3).
3. Evaluation of the orrelation between the two dierent methods and of their
weighted mean (see setions 5.10).
5.3 Data sample
The sample used for this analysis has been olleted during 2002 data taking,
proessed and ltered with the KLOE standard reonstrution software and the event
lassiation proedure [46℄. We used about 210 pb
 1
of data to evaluate the harged
kaon deay vertex reonstrution eÆieny as a funtion of the harged kaon proper
time; we used 210 pb
 1
of data to measure the harged kaon proper time distribution
and the resolution urves.
We have produed about 175 pb
 1
of MonteCarlo Whih were used to evaluate the
harged kaon deay vertex reonstrution eÆieny as a funtion of the harged kaon
proper time and to measure the harged kaon proper time distribution and the
resolution urves.
5.4 Seletion of the self-triggering tag events
The peuliarity of a -fatory is that kaons are produed in pairs, namely K
+
K
 
and
K
L
K
S
. Therefore the detetion of a K guarantees the presene of a

K on the other
side with known momentum and diretion. This feature allows the measurement of
absolute branhing ratios. The deay produts of the K

pair dene two ideally
separated regions alled hereafter the tag and the signal hemispheres.
To measure the harged kaon lifetime we onsider the subsample of events seleted by
the TAG algorithm (see setion 5.4.1). One the algorithm has found a K

tag deay,
it an be used as referene normalization and the kaons in the other hemisphere an
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be onsidered as a pure K

beam. In the two-body deays the seondary traks have
a well dened momentum in the kaon rest frame and this allows a good partile
identiation. To minimize the impat of the trigger eÆieny on the signal side, we
look for a tag deay whih also provided by itself the EMC trigger of the event.
Even if the analyzed events already belong to the harged kaons stream, it is
neessary to reproess them for the following reasons: to tighten the requirements on
the tag deay, leaning the data sample, and to selet a spei harge for the
self-triggering tags (see setion 5.4.2).
Hereafter we use a oordinate system with the z-axis dened as the bisetrix of the
beams, the y-axis vertial and the x-axis toward the enter of the ollider rings.
5.4.1 The TAG algorithm
The TAG algorithm identies the two-body deays K !  or K ! 
0
, whih are
about 85% of harged kaon deays. It is based on the presene of a two-traks vertex
in the DC whih denes the K

deay.
The rst requirement is the existene of a trak (kaon andidate) with the point of
losest approah to the IP smaller than d
0
= 10 m (z
0
= 20 m) along the radial
(longitudinal) axis. Then the radial distane between the kaon andidate deay
vertex and the beam axis, R
V
, has to fulll 40 < R
V
< 150 m. The kaon andidate
must also have 70 < j
 !
p j < 130 MeV/.
One the kaon andidate has been identied:
 the andidate trak assoiated to the harged deay partile (seondary) must
have the same harge of the kaon;
 the momentum dierene between the kaon and the seondary must fulll
 320 < p = j
 !
p
K
j   j
 !
p
se
j <  120 MeV/;
 the seondary harged partile momentum in the kaon rest frame, p

, using the


mass hypothesis, must be in the range 180 < p

< 270 MeV/.
The following uts are applied to distinguish between K

and K

0
deays:
225 < p

< 245 MeV/ ) K

-tag (5.2)
195:5 < p

< 213:5 MeV/ ) K

0
-tag. (5.3)
5.4.2 Self-triggering onditions
The partiles on the tagging side are required to deposit enough energy in the
alorimeter to trigger the data aquisition (self-triggering tag). The EMC trigger is
given by two energy deposits in two trigger setors whih overome the LET
threshold [47℄, whose average values orresponds to about 50 MeV in the barrel and
about 150 MeV in the endaps.
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Figure 5.1: Shemati geometrial overview of aK

self-triggering event. Depending on the inidene
angle 

, the muon an ross two trigger setors and then self-trigger the event.
Figure 5.2: Above: distribution of self-triggering muon as funtion of the energy released by the
muon in the alorimeter. Below: distribution of self-triggering muon as funtion of its impinging angle
on the EMC.
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The possibility for a K

deay to self-trigger the event is due to the luster assoiated
to the seondary 

trak. The trajetory of the 

in the EMC an ross two
adjaent trigger setors. If the two energy deposits are over threshold we have a
self-triggering K

deay event. The self-triggering request redues the analysis
sample. The yield has been evaluated on a 4:85 pb
 1
data sample. The results are
reported in table 5.1. The amount of self-triggering K

tag deays is about 35%.
In the ase of K

0
tag deay the amount of self-triggering event is about 75%; this is
due to the fat that either the harged pion or the photons from the 
0
deay an
overome the alorimeter energy threshold.
Kind of tag Number of tags=pb
 1
Number of self-trigger=pb
 1
K
 
! 
 
 279 10
3
95 10
3
K
 
! 
 

0
95 10
3
73 10
3
Table 5.1: Number of self-triggering tag events per pb
 1
, evaluated using a data sample of about
4:85 pb
 1
For the measurement we require self-triggering tags. It must be stressed that after
the self-triggering tag request, we end up on the opposite hemisphere with a pure K

beam.
5.4.3 Why self-triggering request?
Before entering in the details of the analysis, we should omment on the
self-triggering request. As shown in the previous setion this request redues the
analysis sample, in fat the amount of self-triggering K

tag deays is about 35%. To
understand the reason of this hoie we have to study, on MonteCarlo simulation, the
trigger eÆieny, the tag eÆieny given the trigger and the self-triggering tag
eÆieny as funtions of the signal kaon true proper time whih is the proper time
given by the MonteCarlo simulation. It is dened as:
t

true
= tof
K
true

p
1  
2
true
where 
true
= (
IP
true
+ 
V TX
true
)=2; (5.4)
tof
K
true
is signal kaon time of ight, in the laboratory frame, given by the MonteCarlo
simulation while 
IP
true
and 
VTX
true
are the  values of the signal kaon at the Interation
Point, IP, and at the deay vertex, respetively. The energy loss in the DC dereases
the beta of the kaon. This eet leads to an underestimate of about 0.65% of the true
proper time. A orretion has been introdued to take into aount this eet. The
trigger eÆieny is dened as the ratio of the events K
+
K
 
with a trigger signal over
threshold over the total number of K
+
K
 
events, as a funtion of the true proper
time:
"
Trig
=
N
Trig
K
+
K
 
N
K
+
K
 
: (5.5)
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The tag eÆieny is dened as the ratio of triggered events with a tagging kaon over
all the triggered K
+
K
 
events, as a funtion of the true proper time:
"
Tag
=
N
TrigTag
N
Trig
K
+
K
 
: (5.6)
The self-triggering tag eÆieny is dened as the ratio of the events K
+
K
 
in whih
we reonstrut a self-trigger tag over all the events K
+
K
 
, as a funtion of the true
proper time
"
StrTag
=
N
StrTag
N
K
+
K
 
(5.7)
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Figure 5.3: Left. Trigger eÆieny as a funtion of the harged kaon proper time. Right. Tag
eÆieny, given the trigger, as a funtion of the signal kaon proper time.
As shown in gure 5.3, the trigger and moreover tag eÆienies behavior with respet
to the kaon proper time are not at. Therefore we should orret for these eets
relying blindly in the MC. Instead, the self-triggering tag eÆieny is onstant for a
wide range, between 12 and 35 ns and therefore we will use the self-triggering request,
see gure 5.4.
In order to hek the goodness of the MonteCarlo simulation we use the double tag
events, events in whih both the harged kaons are reonstruted and tagged, to
ompare on data and on MonteCarlo datalike the self trigger tag eÆieny. This
proedure has been used only to assess the systemati unertainty on the MonteCarlo
self-triggering tag eÆieny used in our t.
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Figure 5.4: Left. Self-triggering tag eÆieny as a funtion of the signal kaon proper time. Right.
Zoom of the region between 12 and 35 ns.
The self-triggering tag eÆieny, evaluated with the double tag events, is dened, bin
by bin, as:
"
StrTag(double tag)
=
N
StrTag2(
2
)
N
StrTag1
(5.8)
where N
StrTag1
is the number of events in whih a K

tags the event as a K
+
K
 
event and res the trigger, while N
StrTag2(
2
)
is the number of events in whih a
K

! 

( )


independentelly tags the event as a K
+
K
 
event and res the trigger.
This eÆieny is funtion of the reonstruted proper time. As it an be seen in the
g. 5.5 the agreement between the self-triggering tag eÆieny evaluated using the
double tag events on data and on MC datalike is good.
5.5 The event seletion
5.5.1 First method: harged kaon deay length
For the rst method we measure the kaon deay length, from the IP to the kaon
deay vertex, reonstruted in the DC. The reonstrution eÆieny of the kaon
deay path is evaluated using a ontrol sample seleted with EMC information only.
Charged kaon proper time distribution
Given a harged kaon fullling the self-triggering tag requirements, our signal is given
by an opposite harged kaon whih deayed in the DC. This signal is seleted looking
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Figure 5.5: Left. Self-triggering tag eÆieny evaluated using the double tag events on data (blue)
and on MC datalike (red). Right. Ratio of the self-triggering tag eÆieny evaluated and data over
the one evaluated on MC datalike, using the double tag events.
for a harged kaon trak, the signal kaon trak, dened by the following requests:
R
PCA
< 10 m where R
PCA
=
q
x
2
PCA
+ y
2
PCA
; (5.9)
jZ
PCA
j < 20 m; (5.10)
70 < P
K
< 130 MeV/: (5.11)
where X
PCA
; Y
PCA
; Z
PCA
are the oordinates of the Point of Closest Approah of the
kaon trak to the IP. Using the extrapolation of the tagging kaon trak to the IP, the
 meson momentum measured from Bhabha sattering events and imposing
momentum onservation, we an evaluate the momentum of the signal kaon at the IP
and build the path of the signal kaon up to the DC (helix reonstrution). This
allows us to apply further uts on dierenes between the signal kaon trak and the
signal kaon helix, namely:
 the dierene between the momenta evaluated at the rst hit has to be less
than 20 MeV/;
 the distane between the signal kaon trak and the signal kaon path,
extrapolated until the rst hit, has to be less than 20 m, see gure 5.6.
The next step is to look for the harged kaon deay vertex. We selet the vertex
whih onnets the signal kaon trak with another trak dierent from the tag kaon
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Figure 5.6: Exempli of the dierene between signal kaon trak and the reonstruted kaon path.
trak. The vertex oordinates have to satisfy the following request:
40 m < R
V TX
< 150 m where R
V TX
=
q
x
2
V TX
+ y
2
V TX
; (5.12)
jZ
V TX
j  150 m; (5.13)
The harged kaon proper time, t

, for a kaon with path length l is dened as:
t

=
p
1  
2

l: (5.14)
Therefore we have to aount for the hanges of the  value of the kaon due to energy
losses in the DC. For this reason we divide the signal kaon trak in small steps of 5
mm, l
i
, and we evaluate the energy loss and eah step using the Bethe-Bloh
formula. We alulate the harged kaon  and obtain the proper time of the kaon for
every step:
t

i
=
p
1  
2

l
i
: (5.15)
The sum of t

i
gives the harged kaon proper time:
t

=
X
i
t

i
; (5.16)
its distribution is shown in gure 5.7. This distribution has to be orreted, bin by
bin, for its reonstrution eÆieny and for its resolution eets. The shoulder visible
in the region between 30 and 40 ns is due to events in whih the kaon deay vertex
has been wrongly reonstruted. This bakground has been evaluated and studied
using the MonteCarlo simulation.
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Figure 5.7: Charged kaon proper time distribution in linear and logarithmi sale evaluated on data,
for the rst method.
Bakground evaluation
The harged kaon proper time distribution shown in gure 5.7 is omposed by four
families:
1. orretly reonstruted verties, about 69.1%,
2. kaon deays in pion whih early deays in muons; the pions hits are assoiated
to the muon trak, about 1.4%,
3. wrongly reonstruted verties, in whih some hits of the kaon trak are
assoiated to the seondary trak, about 20.6%,
4. wrongly reonstruted verties, in whih some hits of the seondary trak are
assoiated to the kaon trak, about 5.2%,
5. verties obtained from kaon broken traks, about 3:7%, see gure 5.8.
The verties not obtained from kaon trak are less than 0.02% and are given by
eletron, muon or pion traks reonstruted as kaon traks.
In gure 5.9 the dierent ontributions to the proper time distribution given by the
above listed families are shown.
It is possible to see, in logarithmi sale, that the rst four families have the same
slope and that the last one has a peak in the region between 30 and 40 ns. In gure
5.10 the distributions of the resolution on the harged kaon proper time for the
dierent families, evaluated using MonteCarlo, are shown.
The measured proper times for the rst four families have a small shifts with respet
to the \true" proper time (and muh smaller than the bin size we use in the t, 1 ns).
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Figure 5.8: Vertex obtained by a kaon broken trak.
.
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Figure 5.9: Dierent ontributions to the proper time distribution in linear and logarithmi sale.
Five families are desribed and listed in the text: 1. (blak); 2. (green); 3. (red); 4. (pink); 5. (blue).
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These eets an thus just be taken into aount by measuring the resolution
funtion. The fth family must be rejeted in order to not spoil the lifetime
measurement.
Bakground rejetion
In order to ut this bakground we an use the momentum of the harged seondary
partile (p

K
) evaluated in the kaon rest frame, using the kaon mass hypothesis. For
the verties obtained from kaon broken traks, we expet this variable to be very
small, of the order of a few MeV/.
The distribution of p

K
is shown in gure 5.11. The peak in blue is given by the
events in whih the deay verties ome from kaon broken traks.
Using the ut p

K
> 100 MeV/ we lose about 5.6% of signal but we disard about
73:5% of this bakground. The harged kaon proper time distribution obtained
applying this ut is shown in gure 5.12: the shoulder between 30 and 40 ns
disappeared.
5.5.2 Seond method: harged kaon deay time
For the seond method we measure the kaon deay time obtained using EMC
information. The kaon deay time reonstrution eÆieny is evaluated using a
ontrol sample given by DC information only.
Charged kaon proper time distribution
Given a harged kaon fullling the self-triggering tag requirements our signal is given
by an opposite harged kaon deay reonstruted using EMC information only.
To do this we have developed the 
0
!  vertex tehnique [48℄ based on events in
whih the kaon has a 
0
in the nal state:
K

! 
0
X

: (5.17)
The 
0
is identied using the 
0
!  deay vertex and the alorimetri information
of the photon lusters. The kaon deay vertex oinides with the deay vertex of the

0
, the 
0
!  vertex.
First of all we build the helix of the signal kaon as previously desribed in 5.5.1. In
the EMC we look for lusters not assoiated to traks in the DC, aording to the
KLOE trak-to-luster algorithm [46℄. Among these we selet the two (or three, if
there are) most energeti lusters with:
24
Æ
< 
l
< 156
Æ
(5.18)
t

< t
l
< t

+ 70 ns (5.19)
where 
l
is the polar angle, the angle between the diretion of the luster and the z
axis, t
l
is the time of the luster, and t

is the  deay time evaluated onsidering
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Figure 5.10: From top left, to bottom: resolution urves for the ve families desribed in the text.
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Figure 5.12: Charged kaon proper time distribution, in linear and in logarithmi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ale, after the ut
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the K
2
deay hain on the tagging side. These uts are used to remove the mahine
bakground. The request of three neutral lusters allows us to selet also the events
with the trak of the harged deay partile not assoiated to its alorimeter lusters.
Then we move along the path of the signal kaon helix with a step of 5 mm and we
look for 
0
!  deay vertex identied by minimizing a least square funtion
obtained using the following quantities:
1.
(M

0
)
2
= (
p
2E
l1
E
l2
(1  os) m

0
)
2
(5.20)
where  is the angle between the diretions of the two photons given by 
0
deay, E
l1
and E
l2
are the energies of the neutral lusters red by the photons
and m

0
is the 
0
mass (134.98 MeV). The diretion of the photons is dened
as the vetor going from the andidate kaon deay vertex to the entroid of the
seleted neutral luster in the EMC.
2.
(t)
2
= [(t
l
1
 
x
1

)  (t
l
2
 
x
2

)℄
2
: (5.21)
where t
l
i
is the time of the i-th luster and x
i
is the distane between the
neutral luster and the andidate kaon deay vertex.
3. The dierene between the time of ight of the harged kaon, measured along
the kaon trajetory, tof
deay
K
, and the time of ight of the harged kaon
measured using the EMC information of the two neutral lusters, tof
deay
l
:
(tof)
2
= (tof
deay
K
  tof
deay
l
)
2
(5.22)
The rst one, tof
deay
K
, is measured taking into aount the energy loss in the
dierent materials given by the Bethe-Bloh formula;
the seond one, tof
deay
l
, is obtained from the seleted neutral lusters weighting
their time dierenes (t
l
i
 
x
i

) with the time resolution 
t
l
i
:

t
l
i
= 140 ps
57 ps
p
E
l
i
(GeV )
: (5.23)
We dene a 
2
-like variable whih is:

2
=
(M

0
)
2

2
M

0
+
t
2
(
t
)
2
+
(tof)
2

2
t
deay
(5.24)
where 
M

0
is the resolution on the 
0
mass, of about of 17 MeV. 
t
deay
is the
unertainty on the kaon deay time obtained from the seleted neutral lusters and
on the kaon deay time obtained from the kaon path, of the order of few hundreds ps.
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In ase three lusters have been seleted we hoose the pair with the best 
2
. The
position along the signal kaon helix that gives the minimum value of the 
2
denes
the 
0
!  vertex position. It is also required:

2
< 30; (5.25)
80MeV=
2
< M

0
< 200MeV=
2
; (5.26)
j
t
q

2
t

l
1
+ 
2
t

l
2
j < 5; (5.27)
40(m) < R

0
< 150m where R

0
=
q
x
2

0
+ y
2

0
; (5.28)
jZ

0
j  150 m; (5.29)
where X

0
; Y

0
; Z

0
are the oordinates of the 
0
!  vertex. Using this proedure
Figure 5.13: The proedure to searh the 
0
!  vertex along the signal kaon path.
we obtain the 
2
distribution shown in gure 5.14. One the harged kaon deay
vertex has been found we an estimate the kaon proper time:
t

= tof
deay
l

p
1  
2
where  = (
IP
+ 
V TX
)=2 (5.30)
where tof
deay
l
is signal kaon time of ight, obtained from the seleted neutral lusters
in the laboratory frame, while 
IP
and 
V TX
are the  values of the signal kaon at
the interation point and at the deay vertex, respetively. The kaon  hanges due
to the energy loss in the dierent materials and we have estimated that, with the
approximation in equation(5.30), we have a systemati underestimate of the order of
.65% on the proper time. The beta of the kaon is saled by a fator 1.0065 aording
to what has been said in setion 5.4.3
We obtain the distribution shown in the gures 5.15 and 5.16. It has to be orreted
bin by bin for its reonstrution eÆieny and for resolution eets.
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Figure 5.15: Charged kaon proper time distribution in linear and in logarithmi sale, evaluated on
MonteCarlo, for the seond method.
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Figure 5.16: Charged kaon proper time distribution in linear and in logarithmi sale, evaluated on
data, for the seond method.
Bakground evaluation
The events used for the evaluation of the harged kaon proper time distribution
belong to four families:
1. orretly reonstruted verties, about 95.5%,
2. verties reonstruted using photons from dierent 
0
's, (K

! X 
0

0
events), about 2.6%,
3. verties reonstruted with at least one luster from a harged partile, about
1.3%,
4. verties reonstruted with one photon whih doesn't ome form 
0
deay,
about 0.6%.
In gure 5.17 the distributions of the resolution on the harged kaon proper time for
the dierent families, evaluated using MonteCarlo simulation are shown. The main
eet of the "bakgrounds" is taken into aount by properly orreting for the
smearing in to the t.
5.6 EÆieny evaluation
Our purpose is to measure diretly on data the reonstrution eÆieny of the kaon
deay (vertex), as a funtion of the harged kaon proper time, for both the
tehniques. In order to do this, as ontrol sample, we use for the rst method, in
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Figure 5.17: Resolution funtions for the four families. Above on the left: orretly reonstruted
verties. Above on the right verties reonstruted using photons from dierent 
0
. Below on the left
verties reonstruted with at least one luster from a harged partile. Below on the right verties
reonstruted with one photon whih doesn't ome form 
0
deay.
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whih the signal is given by events obtained by DC information only, the signal of the
seond method, obtained using EMC information only; for the seond method, in
whih the signal is given by events obtained by EMC information only, our ontrol
sample is given by the signal of the rst method.
5.6.1 First method: DC eÆieny evaluation
The total reonstrution eÆieny of the kaon deay vertex in the DC is given by the
produt of the reonstrution eÆienies of the harged kaon trak, of the harged
seondary partile trak and of the deay vertex given the two traks.
Two tehniques to evaluate the total reonstrution eÆieny an be used. The
reonstrution eÆieny an be obtained either evaluating the global eÆieny (kaon
trak + seondary trak + vertex), or evaluating eah separately and then multiplying
them. In any ase only information from the EMC and from the tagging hemisphere
are used and the normalization sample is given by events with a 
0
!  vertex.
Global kaon deay vertex eÆieny
The global kaon deay reonstrution eÆieny, the global reo eÆieny, is dened
as:
"
G
reo
=
N

0
&v
N

0
: (5.31)
where N

0
are the events in whih a 
0
!  vertex has been reonstruted and
N

0
&v
are the events in whih a 
0
!  vertex and a harged vertex, a vertex in the
DC, have been reonstruted.
The proedure used to selet the normalization sample has been desribed in the
setion 5.5.2.
Within the normalization sample we look for a signal kaon trak and its deay vertex
applying p

K
ut the previously disussed, see se 5.5.1.
The eÆieny has to be evaluated as a funtion of the signal kaon proper time,
measured along the signal kaon path going from the IP to the 
0
!  vertex
position and aounting for the energy loss in the beam pipe, in the air, in the DC
wall and in the DC.
This has been done measuring the eÆieny on a MonteCarlo sample treated like
data (data-like) of about 175 pb
 1
and using a bin size of 1 ns, see piture 5.18.
In order to hek the reliability of the method, the eÆieny has to be ompared with
the one obtained using the MonteCarlo simulation, the global true eÆieny:
"
G
true
=
N
v
N
Tag
: (5.32)
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Figure 5.18: Global reo reonstrution eÆieny as funtion of the harged kaon proper time.
where N
Tag
are the ! K
+
K
 
self-triggering tag events and N
v
are the events with
a reonstruted harged vertex.
In this ase the eÆieny is measured as a funtion of the true proper time, dened in
setion 5.4.3 The distributions of the two eÆienies as a funtion of the proper time
of the kaon are shown in gure 5.19. There is a good agreement between the two
distributions. The ratio of the two eÆienies is at (see g. 5.20). A linear t to this
ratio, in the region between 12 and 40 ns, gives the following values for the interept,
a
G
, and slope, b
G
:
a
G
= (104:4 0:3) 10
 2
; (5.33)
b
G
= (2:7 1:4) 10
 4
: (5.34)
These two values show an agreement with a residual slope of the order of 10
 4
for a
region of about 30 ns, orresponding to two lifetimes
If we make a linear t in the region between 15 and 35 ns we obtain the following
values (see gure 5.21):
a
G
= (105:4 0:4) 10
 2
; (5.35)
b
G
= ( 0:8 1:9) 10
 4
: (5.36)
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Figure 5.19: Comparison the global reo eÆieny (blue) and the global true eÆieny (red) as
funtion of the harged kaon proper time.
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Figure 5.20: Ratio of the global true eÆieny over the global reo eÆieny as funtion of the
harged kaon proper time between 12 and 40 ns.
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Figure 5.21: Ratio of the global true eÆieny over the global reo eÆieny, as funtion of the
harged kaon proper time, between 15 and 35 ns.
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The 5% underestimate of the reonstrution eÆieny is due to the ut in p

K
; its
eet on K

! 

( )


events is not properly evaluated using the 
0
!  vertex
tehnique. Restriting ourselves to events with a 
0
in the nal state the two
eÆieny are in perfet agreement see g. 5.22 and 5.23. Anyhow the ratio of the
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Figure 5.22: Comparison the global reo eÆieny (blue) and the global true eÆieny (red) as
funtion of the harged kaon proper time, normalized to events in whih the kaon deay with a 
0
in
the nal state.
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Figure 5.23: Ratio of the global true eÆieny over the global reo eÆieny of reonstruting the
deay vertex of the harged kaon, as funtion of the harged kaon proper time, normalized to events
in whih the kaon deay with a 
0
in the nal state.
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eÆienies is important for the measurement beause only the shape of the eÆieny
is relevant.
One the reliability of this method has been heked on MC, it is possible to measure
the eÆieny on data. Using a sample of about of 210 pb
 1
we obtain the distribution
shown in gure 5.24.
The agreement between the eÆieny evaluated on data and the eÆieny evaluated
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Figure 5.24: Comparison between the global reo eÆieny of reonstruting the deay vertex of the
harged kaon evaluated on data (blue) and on MonteCarlo data-like (red) as funtion of the harged
kaon proper time.
on MonteCarlo data-like is good exept for the region between 8 and 20 ns. This is
due to imperfet simulation of the so-alled orrelated bakground in the rst ells of
the DC. In the rst 12 layers of the DC a harged kaon loses so muh energy that it
res more than a single ell. This sort of bakground is not well simulated and gives
problems in the measurement of the reonstrution eÆieny of the kaon trak. This
eet is shown when we measure the eÆieny of reonstrut the trak of the harged
kaon, see setion 5.6.1.
Separated traking and vertexing eÆieny
The seond tehnique is based on the evaluation of eah eÆieny (the reonstrution
eÆieny of the harged kaon trak, traking eÆieny, and the reonstrution
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eÆieny of the harged kaon deay vertex given the kaon trak, vertexing eÆieny)
separately. The produt of these two eÆienies gives the reonstrution eÆieny of
the harged kaon deay vertex.
Traking eÆieny
The kaon traking eÆieny, the traking reo eÆieny, is dened as:
"
Trk
reo
=
N

0
&Trk
N

0
: (5.37)
where N

0
&Trk
are the events in whih a 
0
!  vertex and the signal kaon trak
have been reonstruted.
The 
0
deay is identied as desribed in setion 5.5.2. The signal kaon trak is
identied as desribed is setion 5.5.1.
The traking eÆieny is evaluated on a MC data-like sample of about 175 pb
 1
using a bin size of 1 ns.
Also the method has been validated after the omparison with the true traking
eÆieny, dened as:
"
Trk
true
=
N
Trk
N
TAG
: (5.38)
where N
Trk
are the events in whih the kaon trak has been reonstruted. The
agreement between these two eÆienies is remarkable (see g. 5.25) as an be seen
also in the ratio of the true and reo eÆienies (see g. 5.26). A linear t to the
ratio, in the region between 12 and 40 ns, gives the following values for the interept,
a
Trk
, and slope, b
Trk
:
a
Trk
= (99:62 0:13) 10
 2
; (5.39)
b
Trk
= ( 0:3 5:4) 10
 5
: (5.40)
The agreement is very good with a residual slope of the order of 10
 5
for a region of
30 ns (more than two lifetimes). In the region between 15 and 35 ns we obtain (see
gure 5.27):
a
Trk
= (100:0 0:2) 10
 2
; (5.41)
b
Trk
= ( 0:13 0:08) 10
 3
: (5.42)
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Figure 5.25: Comparison the traking reo eÆieny (blue) and the traking true eÆieny (red) as
funtion of the harged kaon proper time.
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Figure 5.26: Ratio of the traking true eÆieny over the traking reo eÆieny, as funtion of the
harged kaon proper time, between 12 and 40 ns.
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Figure 5.27: Ratio of the traking true eÆieny over the traking reo eÆieny, as funtion of the
harged kaon proper time, between 15 and 35 ns.
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Figure 5.28: Comparison between traking reo eÆieny evaluated on data (blue) and on Monte-
Carlo data-like (red) as funtion of the harged kaon proper time.
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This garantees the reliability of the method, and allows its use on data.
Using a sample of about 210 pb
 1
we obtain the distribution shown in gure 5.28.
The agreement between the eÆieny evaluated on data and the eÆieny evaluated
on MonteCarlo data-like is good, exept for the region between 8 and 20 ns. The
reason for this disrepany is the same of the analogous disrepany for the global
eÆieny and has been disussed at the end of setion 5.6.1.
Vertexing eÆieny
For the measurement of the reonstrution eÆieny of the kaon deay vertex we
have to relay on the DC for the determination of the kaon trak. This is the main
dierene with respet to the other tehnique.
The vertexing reo eÆieny is dened as:
"
Vtx
reo
=
N

0
&v
N
Trk&
0
: (5.43)
where N

0
&v
are the events in whih a 
0
!  vertex and a harged vertex have
been reonstruted and N
Trk&
0
are the events in whih a 
0
!  vertex and a
harged kaon trak have been reonstruted.
For the reonstrution of the 
0
!  vertex we use the same proedure desribed in
the setion 5.5.2, but we start from the Last Hit of the reonstruted kaon trak
instead of starting from the IP. The DC information we use are then the kaon
position and momentum at the Last Hit. We have also to measure the tof
deay
K
for the

0
deay reonstrution, then we measure the time of ight of the harged kaon along
the trak, from the IP to the Last Hit, tof
F
h
L
h
. Then we extrapolate the signal kaon
trak up to a maximum value of one meter, bakward and forward, looking for the 
0
deay vertex and using the following relations:
tof
deay
K
= tof
F
h
L
h
  tof
bwd
(5.44)
or
tof
deay
K
= tof
F
h
L
h
+ tof
fwd
: (5.45)
We use this tof
deay
K
in eq 5.22 for the searh of the 
0
!  vertex. Sine the
eÆieny has to be funtion of the harged kaon proper time, we have to measure the
kaon proper time along the trak, from the IP to the Last Hit, t

F
h
L
h
. Therefore if we
extrapolate the signal kaon trak bakward or forward, looking for the 
0
! 
vertex, we have:
t

= t

F
h
L
h
  t

bwd
(5.46)
or
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t

= t

F
h
L
h
+ t

fwd
: (5.47)
To evaluate the vertexing eÆieny we have used a MonteCarlo data-like sample of
about 175 pb
 1
, using a bin size of 1 ns. As usual the eÆieny is ompared with the
one obtained on MC truth.
This is dened as the ratio of the events in whih the kaon deay vertex has been
reonstruted (N
V tx
) over the events in whih the kaon trak has been reonstruted
(N
Trk
):
"
Vtx
true
=
N
Vtx
N
Trk
: (5.48)
In this ase we have evaluated the eÆieny as a funtion of the proper time given by
the MonteCarlo simulation, the true proper time.
The omparison between these two eÆienies is shown in gure 5.29. As an be seen
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Figure 5.29: Comparison between the vertexing reo eÆieny (blue) and the vertexing true eÆ-
ieny (red) as funtion of the harged kaon proper time.
from the ratio of these eÆienies, shown in gure 5.30, there is a very satisfatory
agreement between the two. Making a linear t in the region between 12 and 40 ns,
the values for the interept, a
V tx
, and slope, b
V tx
, are:
a
V tx
= (106:2 0:6) 10
 2
; (5.49)
b
V tx
= ( 4: 3:) 10
 4
: (5.50)
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Figure 5.30: Ratio of the vertexing true eÆieny over the vertexing reo eÆieny, as funtion of
the harged kaon proper time, between 12 and 40 ns.
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The agreement is ne with a residual slope of the order of 10
 4
for a region of 30 ns,
more than two lifetimes.
Restriting the linear t to the region between 15 and 35 ns we obtain (see gure
5.31):
a
V tx
= (106:8 1:0) 10
 2
; (5.51)
b
V tx
= ( 6: 4:) 10
 4
: (5.52)
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Figure 5.31: Ratio of the vertexing true eÆieny over the vertexing reo eÆieny, as funtion of
the harged kaon proper time, between 15 and 35 ns.
The next step is the measurement of the vertex eÆieny on the data sample. We use
a sample of about of 210 pb
 1
and we obtain the distribution shown in gure 5.32.
The agreement between the eÆieny evaluated on data and the eÆieny evaluated
on MonteCarlo data-like is very good, see gure 5.32.
We also made a bakground analysis with the MonteCarlo simulation and we have
estimated that there is a K

! 

( )


bakground in our 
o
!  tehnique of the
order of 0.2%. In these events the two lusters seleted are due to the mahine
bakground. These events do not represent a signiant bias for our eÆieny
measurement.
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Figure 5.32: Comparison the vertexing reo eÆieny evaluated on data (blue) and on MonteCarlo
data-like (red) as funtion of the harged kaon proper time.
Two tehniques ompared
We ompared, on the MonteCarlo data-like sample, the eÆieny obtained in the
setion 5.6.1, the global kaon deay vertex eÆieny, and the eÆieny given by the
produt of the kaon traking eÆieny and kaon vertexing eÆieny, obtained in
setion 5.6.1 and 5.6.1 Although the two methods are not ompletely independent,
sine both rely on the 
0
!  tehnique, it is worth to ompare the overall eÆieny
obtained in the two approahes. For the global approah we used only extrapolation
of the tagging information in nding the 
0
deay vertex; for the seond approah we
used the measured trak in nding the 
0
deay vertex, and is expeted to have a
better resolution. The agreement between the two eÆienies is exelent. This is
onrmed by the bin by bin ratio of the two (g. 5.34) and the result of a linear t to
this ratio in the region between 12 and 42 ns, giving the following values for the
interept, a
G
, and slope, b
G
:
a
G
= (99:3 0:6) 10
 2
; (5.53)
b
G
= (6 :3) 10
 4
: (5.54)
Restriting the linear t to the region between 15 and 35 ns we obtain the following
values (see gure 5.34):
a
G
= (99:4 1:0) 10
 2
; (5.55)
b
G
= (5: 4:) 10
 4
: (5.56)
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Figure 5.33: Comparison the global reo eÆieny (blue) and eÆieny given by the produt of the
kaon traking eÆieny and kaon vertexing eÆieny (red) as funtion of the harged kaon proper
time, on MonteCarlo.
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Figure 5.34: Ratio of the global reo eÆieny over the eÆieny given by the produt of the
kaon traking eÆieny and kaon vertexing eÆieny, as funtion of the harged kaon proper time,
evaluated on MonteCarlo.
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We obtained good result also on the data sample, as shown in gure 5.35. It is
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Figure 5.35: Comparison the global reo kaon eÆieny (blue) and the eÆieny given by the
produt of the kaon traking eÆieny and kaon vertexing eÆieny (red) as funtion of the harged
kaon proper time, on data.
onrmed by the bin by bin ratio of the two (g. 5.36) and by the result of a linear
t to this ratio in the region between 12 and 40 ns. The linear t gives the following
values for the interept, a
G
, and slope, b
G
:
a
G
= (99:3 0:7) 10
 2
; (5.57)
b
G
= (2: 3:) 10
 4
: (5.58)
While if we make a linear t in the region between 15 and 35 ns we obtain the
following values (see gure 5.35):
a
G
= (99:3 1:0) 10
 2
; (5.59)
b
G
= (2 4:) 10
 4
: (5.60)
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Figure 5.36: Ratio of the global reo eÆieny of reonstruting the deay vertex of the harged
kaon and eÆieny given by the produt of the kaon traking eÆieny and kaon vertexing eÆieny,
as funtion of the harged kaon proper time, evaluated on the data sample.
5.6.2 Seond method: 
0
!  vertex eÆieny evaluation
In order to measure the kaon deay vertex reonstrution eÆieny, using EMC
information only, the 
0
reo eÆieny, we have used as normalization sample the
events in whih the harged deay vertex, the vertex given by two traks in the DC,
has been reonstruted. The normalization sample is given by the signal sample for
the rst method, see setion (5.5.1).
The 
0
reo eÆieny is dened, bin by bin, as the ratio between the number of
events with the kaon harged deay vertex (N
v
) as denominator and the number of
events in whih the 
0
!  vertex has been reonstruted, given the existene of the
harged vertex, (N
v&
0
), as numerator:
"

0
reo
=
N
&v&
0
N
v
: (5.61)
In order to hek the reliability of the desribed method, this eÆieny has to be
ompared with the true one dened as the ratio of the events with a reonstruted

0
!  vertex, (N

0
) over the ! K
+
K
 
self-triggering tag events:
"

0
true
=
N

0
N
Tag
: (5.62)
In this ase the eÆieny is measured as a funtion of the true proper time, the
proper time given by the MonteCarlo simulation. We measured the 
0
! 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Figure 5.37: 
0
reo eÆieny as a funtion of the harged kaon proper time.
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eÆieny on a MonteCarlo data-like sample of about 175 pb
 1
using a bin size of 1 ns.
The distributions of the expeted and measured eÆienies as a funtion of the
proper time of the kaon are shown in gure 5.38. There is a good agreement between
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Figure 5.38: Comparison the 
0
reo eÆieny of reonstruting the 
0
!  vertex of the harged
kaon (blue) and the 
0
true eÆieny of reonstruting the 
0
!  vertex of the harged kaon (red)
as funtion of the harged kaon proper time. In the gure on the left the two eÆienies are normalized
to the unity in the region between 10 and 50 ns, in the gure on the right the two eÆienies are
normalized to the unity in the region between 12 and 43 ns
the two eÆienies. It is onrmed by the bin by bin ratio of the two (g. 5.39) and
by the result of a linear t to this ratio in the region between 10 and 50 ns:
a

0
= (102:6 0:7) 10
 2
; (5.63)
b

0
= (7: 3:) 10
 4
: (5.64)
The agreement is ne with a residual slope of the order of 10
 4
for a region of 40 ns,
about three lifetimes.
Doing a linear t between 13 and 42 ns (g 5.40) we obtain:
a

0
= (103:7 1:0) 10
 2
; (5.65)
b

0
= (4: 4:) 10
 4
: (5.66)
The agreement is very good with a residual slope of the order of 10
 4
for a region of
about 30 ns, about two lifetime, see gure 5.40. The reason for overestimate of the
eÆieny is in the normalization used for the reonstruted eÆieny: the ontrol
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Figure 5.39: Ration of the 
0
true eÆieny over the 
0
reo eÆieny of reonstruting 
0
! 
deay vertex, as funtion of the harged kaon proper time, between 10 and 50 ns.
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Figure 5.40: Ratio of the 
0
true eÆieny over the 
0
reo eÆieny of reonstruting the 
0
! 
vertex, as funtion of the harged kaon proper time, between 13 and 42 ns.
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sample is given by the number of events in whih a harged vertex has been
reonstruted without any information on the partiular nal state. Indeed
restriting ourselves only to events with a 
0
in the nal state the two eÆieny are
in perfet agreement: the shape and the overall sale of the eÆienies are orretly
evaluated, see gure 5.41.
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Figure 5.41: Above: the omparison the 
0
reo eÆieny (blue) and the 
0
true eÆieny (red) as
funtion of the harged kaon proper time, restriting ourselves to events with a 
0
in the nal state
for the normalizations. Below: the ratio of the 
0
true eÆieny over the 
0
reo eÆieny, both
normalized to events with a 
0
in the nal state.
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Having demostrated with the MonteCarlo simulation the reliability of this method for
measuring the eÆieny, we an proeed in measuring it on data. We used a sample
of 210 pb
 1
and we obtain the distribution shown in gure 5.42. The agreement
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Figure 5.42: Comparison the 
0
reo eÆieny of reonstruting the 
0
!  vertex evaluated on
data (blue) and on MonteCarlo data-like (red) as funtion of the harged kaon proper time.
between the eÆieny evaluated on data and the eÆieny evaluated on MonteCarlo
data-like is good.
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5.7 Resolution eets
So far we have obtained the proper time distribution and evaluated the eÆieny of
reonstruting the kaon deay vertex as funtion of the proper time, for both the
methods. In order to perform the exponential t to the proper time distribution, we
need to take into aount the resolution eets. Some events in the proper time
distribution are generated with a given value but are reonstruted with another one
for resolution eets.
We need to evaluate these resolution eets and then we an perform the t using a
funtion given by the onvolution of the exponential deay behavior and the
resolution funtion.
5.7.1 First method: evaluation of resolution
We have to determine the resolution urves for the signal sample of the rst method.
These are evaluate with the MonteCarlo simulation and are dened as the dierene
between the true proper time, see setion 5.4.2, and harged kaon proper time. First
of all we have to emphasize that also the resolution urves are funtions of the
harged kaon proper time. For example the resolution urve for harged kaon proper
time between 8 and 10 ns is dierent from the one for harged kaon proper time
between 20 and 21 ns, as shown in gure 5.43. In order to be less sensitive to the
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Figure 5.43: Left. Resolution urve for harged kaon proper time between 8 and 10 ns. Right.
Resolution urve for harged kaon proper time between 20 and 22 ns.
MonteCarlo simulation, we deided to measure the resolution urves diretly on data.
This is possible using the point of losest approah (PCA) between the kaon trak
and the harged partile trak. The PCA is found minimizing the distane between
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the helixes built starting from the two traks and aounting for the energy loss in
the DC: the kaon helix is built using the kaon last hit position and momentum, the
harged seondary helix is built using its last hit position and momentum. To
validate this tehnique we use the MonteCarlo simulation. We an evaluate with this
tehnique the position and momentum of thekaon at the deay vertex and ompare
these values with the true ones givenby the simulation. As we an see in the gures
5.44 and5.45, we obtain very good results. Therefore we an estimate the harged
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Figure 5.44: Resolution urves given by the minimum approah tehnique for harged kaon position
along the x, y and z axis.
kaon proper time using the stepping proedure, from the IP to the point of losest
approah between the kaon and the harged seondary traks, and taking into
aount the energy loss given by the Bethe-Bloh formula. The proper time
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Figure 5.45: Resolution urves given by the minimum approah tehnique for harged kaon momen-
tum along the x, y and z axis.
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Figure 5.46: Proper time resolution urve given by the minimum approah tehnique evaluated on
MonteCarlo data-like.
resolution urve is then dened as the distribution given by the dierene between
the harged kaon proper time estimated using the point of losest approah and the
one obtained using the reonstruted deay vertex in the DC. We obtain the
distribution shown in the gure 5.46. For eah bin of the K

proper time a dierent
resolution urve is measured.
It 's important to emphasize that this tehnique an be used also on data and the
obtained distribution is shown in gure 5.47. We an also ompare the proper time
resolution urves obtained for data and MonteCarlo data-like samples, the results is
shown in gure 5.48. For the t to the proper time distribution we use the true
resolution funtions orreted by the ratio of the resolution funtion obtained with
the PCA tehnique evaluated on data and on MC data-like:
Res
data
= Res
true

Res
PCA
(data)
Res
PCA
(MC)
: (5.67)
5.7.2 Seond method: evaluation of resolution
As for the rst method the resolution funtions depend on the harged kaon proper
time, see gure 5.49. The peaks visible at 2.7 and 5.4 ns are due to wrong
determinations of the bunh giving the global T
0

of the event, that gives a wrong
value of the  meson deay time. Also for this method, in order to be less sensitive to
the MonteCarlo simulation, we implemented a tehnique to smear by data the
resolution funtions evaluated using the MonteCarlo simulation. We dene the 
resolution urves, shown in gure 5.50, as the dierene between the harged kaon
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Figure 5.47: Proper time resolution urve given by the minimum approah tehnique on data.
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Figure 5.48: Comparison of the proper time resolution urves obtained by the minimum approah
tehnique from data (blue) and from MonteCarlo (red) ompared.
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Figure 5.49: Left. Resolution urve for harged kaon proper time between 10 and 12 ns. Right.
Resolution urve for harged kaon proper time between 20 and 22 ns.
time of ight given by the two photons:
t = (t
l
1
 
x
1

)  (t
l
2
 
x
2

) (5.68)
where t
l
i
is the time of the luster and x
i
is the distane between the neutral
luster and the kaon deay vertex. These resolution funtions an be evaluated on
MonteCarlo data-like and on data. As it an be seen in gure 5.50, the  resolution
urves are not able to take into aount the resolution eets due to a wrong  deay
time, whih is ommon to all time measurements in the event and anels out exatly
in the dierene.
In order to evaluate also this eet we estimate the dierene, t


0
  t

v
, between the
proper time given by the harged vertex tehnique and the proper time given by the

0
!  vertex tehnique, gure 5.51, on data and on MonteCarlo data-like.
The proper time given by the last tehnique is obtained from EMC information,
whih are dependent on the  meson deay time, while the proper time given by the
harged vertex tehnique is obtained from DC information whih is not dependent on
 deay time.
On data we orret the true resolution funtions ore by the ratio of the  resolution
urves evaluated on data over the  resolution urves evaluated on MonteCarlo
data-like; we orret the peaks at 2.7 and 5.4 ns by the ratio of t


0
  t

v
resolution
urves evaluated on data over t


0
  t

v
resolution urves evaluate on MC data-like:
Res
data
= Res
true

Res

(data)
Res(MC)
+Res
t
true

t


0
  t

v
(data)
t


0
  t

v
(MC)
; (5.69)
where Res
true
are the resolution funtions given by the MonteCarlo true, dened as
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Figure 5.50: Left.  resolution urve for harged kaon proper time between 10 and 12 ns. Right.
 resolution urve for harged kaon proper time between 20 and 22 ns.
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Figure 5.51: t


0
  t

v
resolution urves, evaluated on MonteCarlo data-like, above on the left.
t


0
  t

v
, resolution urves evaluated on data, above on the right. Comparison between data (blue)
and MonteCarlo (red).
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the dierene between the harged kaon proper time evaluated on MonteCarlo
data-like and the harged kaon proper time given by the MonteCarlo true;
Res

(data) and Res

(MC) are the  resolution urves evaluated on data and on
MonteCarlo data-like respetively; t


0
  t

v
(data) is the dierene between the proper
time given by the 
0
!  vertex tehnique and the proper time given by the
harged vertex tehnique evaluated on data and t


0
  t

v
(MC) is the same dierene
evaluated on MonteCarlo data-like.
5.8 The t of the proper time distribution
The last step is to obtain the harged kaon lifetime tting the proper time
distribution. For both the methods we use a funtion given by the onvolution of the
exponential deay funtion and the resolution funtion, estimated bin by bin. We
notie anyhow that the measured distributions, orreted bin by bin for the eÆieny
exhibits a niely exponential behavior, even with no smearing orretion for both the
methods (see gures 5.52 and 5.53). To t to the proper time distribution, obtained
on MonteCarlo data-like or on data, we use an histogram, the expeted histo. This is
built in the following way. The number of entries in eah bin of the expeted histo is
given by the integral of the exponential deay funtion, whih depends on one
parameter only, the lifetime, and orreted for the eÆieny urve and for all the
orretions to the eÆieny urve, self trigger tag eÆieny or MonteCarlo true vs
MonteCarlo reo orretion. Then a smearing matrix aounts for the eet of the
resolution. For eah bin, j , we obtain a 
2
-like variable whih is so dened:

2
j
=
(N
observed
j
 N
expeted
j
)
2
(
fit
j
)
2
(5.70)
where N
observed
j
is the number of entries in the j-th bin of the proper time histogram,
N
expeted
j
is the number of entries in the j-th bin of expeted histo and 
fit
j
is the
statisti utuation in the j-th bin of the expeted histo. The 
2
variable to be
minimized is:

2
=
Nbins
X
j=1

2
j
: (5.71)
We an build our expeted histo in the more onvenient range, given by the one in
whih we have a good agreement between the true and the reo eÆienies. To take
into aount the resolution eets, we have allowed the migration from/to the bins
used in the t for a slightly larger range.
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Figure 5.52: First method:above on the left the proper time distribution in logarithmi sale,
evaluated on a MonteCarlo data-like; above on the right the same distribution divided, bin by bin, by
its eÆieny evaluated on a MonteCarlo data-like sample; below on the left the proper time distribution
in logarithmi sale, evaluated on a data sample; below on the right the same distribution divided,
bin by bin, by its eÆieny urve evaluated on a data sample.
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Figure 5.53: Seond method:above on the left the proper time distribution in logarithmi sale,
evaluated on a MonteCarlo data-like; above on the right the same distribution divided, bin by bin, by
its eÆieny evaluated on a MonteCarlo data-like sample; below on the left the proper time distribution
in logarithmi sale, evaluated on a data sample; below on the right the same distribution divided,
bin by bin, by its eÆieny urve evaluated on a data sample.
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The range have to be divided in slies of the order of few nanoseonds in whih we
evaluate the resolution funtions. The hoie of the bin size is done in order to redue
the statistial utuation of the resolution measurement.
Using these resolution funtions we an build the n n smearing matrix, S
nn
, with n
equal to the number of bins in whih we have divided the proper time distribution.
Eah element of S
nn
, s
ji
, gives the fration of events generated in the i-th bin but
reonstruted in the j-th bin. Therefore the ontent of the j-th bin of the expeted
histo, (N
expeted
j
), is:
N
expeted
j
=
Nbins
X
i=1
s
ji
 
i
 
orr
i
N
theo
i
; (5.72)
where 
i
is the measured reonstrution eÆieny and 
orr
i
the tiny orretion of
O(10
 3
) to be applied to the eÆieny aounting for the ratio between the
MonteCarlo data-like and MonteCarlo true eÆienies. The statistial utuations of
the expeted histo are given by the sum of the statistial utuation of the eÆieny,
the statistial utuation of its orretion and the poissonian utuation of the
expeted histo:

fit
j
=
v
u
u
t
Nbins
X
i=1
(s
ji
 

i
 
orr
i
N
theo
i
 s
ji
 
i
 

orr
i
N
theo
i
)
q
N
expeted
j
:
(5.73)
Now we are ready to t the proper time distribution, for both the methods. We use a
bin size of 1 ns in order to redue the statistial utuations and the relative
importane of the smearing orretions. We perform the t on a MonteCarlo
data-like sample to hek the reliability of the proedure.
5.8.1 Fit of the proper time distribution obtained from the
kaon deay length
We build the expeted histo in the region between 12 and 40 ns.
The t range has been divided in resolution bins of the order of 1 ns for a total of 28
dierent resolution funtions.
On MonteCarlo data-like we made the t in the region between 15 and 35 ns and we
obtained:

+
= (12:39 0:04) ns 
2
=ndf = 0:46 P
hi
2
= 97:5% : (5.74)
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For the K
 
, in the region between 15 and 35 ns, we obtained:

 
= (12:36 0:04) ns 
2
=ndf = 0:85 P
hi
2
= 63:5% : (5.75)
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Figure 5.54: Fit to the K
+
proper time distribution: in blue the MonteCarlo data-like distribution,
in pink the expeted histo distribution.
These values have to be ompared with the one used by the simulation 

=12.36 ns.
As shown in the previous gures 5.54 and 5.55 the agreement between data-like
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Figure 5.55: Fit to the K
 
proper time distribution: in blue the MonteCarlo data-like distribution,
in pink the expeted histo distribution.
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distribution and expeted histo distribution is very good for both the harges and the
values obtained are in agreement with the MonteCarlo simulation input.
It is interesting to look at the plot of the residuals and of the normalized residuals, g
5.56. The rst ones are dened as the bin by bin dierenes between the entries of
the proper time histogram and the entries of expeted histo, the seond ones are the
residuals divided by 
fit
. As shown in the previous gures 5.56 and 5.57, tting the
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Figure 5.56: K
+
residuals and the normalized residuals, in the region between 15 and 35 ns, tted
with a onstant, are shown.
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Figure 5.57: K
 
residuals and the normalized residuals, in the region between 15 and 35 ns, tted
with a onstant are shown.
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residuals and the normalized residuals plots with a onstant funtion we obtain a
value ompatible with zero:
onst
+
res
=  19: 60: P

2
= 97% (5.76)
onst
+
norm res
=  0:05 0:22 P

2
= 97% (5.77)
onst
 
res
=  75: 88: P

2
= 68% (5.78)
onst
 
norm res
=  0:08 0:22 P

2
= 64%: (5.79)
(5.80)
We also use a toy MonteCarlo to generate data with dierent lifetimes for both the
harges. In partiular we generate about 60 pb
 
1 of MonteCarlo data-like with
lifetimes equal to 11, 12, 13 and 14 ns.
Fitting the histograms obtained with these MonteCarlo data-like samples, the results
are:

+
11
= (10:98 0:08) ns (5.81)

 
11
= (11:02 0:08) ns (5.82)

+
12
= (11:98 0:09) ns (5.83)

 
12
= (12:02 0:09) ns (5.84)

+
13
= (12:97 0:09) ns (5.85)

 
13
= (13:02 0:09) ns (5.86)

+
14
= (13:97 0:10) ns (5.87)

 
14
= (14:01 0:10) ns (5.88)
(5.89)
These are indiator of the goodness of our method and make us ondent about its
appliation for the t of the proper time distribution obtained on data. On data,
onerning the K
+
lifetime, we made the t in the region between 15 and 35 ns and
we obtained:

+
= (12:338 0:042) ns 
2
=ndf = 1:01 P

2
= 44:7% : (5.90)
While for the K
 
we t in the range between 15 and 35 ns and we obtained:

 
= (12:395 0:045) ns 
2
=ndf = 1:42 P

2
= 10:8% : (5.91)
As shown in the previous gures 5.58 and 5.59 the agreement between data
distribution and expeted histo distribution is very good for both the harges.
For both the harges the distribution of residuals and of the normalized residuals is
very good and ompatible with a onstant funtion equal to zero. As shown in the
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Figure 5.58: Fit to the K
+
proper time distribution: in blue the data distribution, in pink the
expeted histo distribution.
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Figure 5.59: Fit to the K
 
proper time distribution: in blue the data distribution, in pink the
expeted histo distribution.
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Figure 5.60: K
+
residuals and the normalized residuals, in the region between 15 and 35 ns, tted
with a onstant.
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Figure 5.61: K
 
residuals and the normalized residuals, in the region between 15 and 35 ns, tted
with a onstant.
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previous gures, tting the residuals and the normalized residuals with a onstant the
values obtained are in agreement with zero:
onst
+
res
= 0:0 1:4 P

2
= 45:% (5.92)
onst
+
norm res
=  0:06 0:22 P

2
= 45:% (5.93)
onst
 
res
=  25: 80: P

2
= 11:% (5.94)
onst
 
norm res
=  0:05 0:22 P

2
= 11:%: (5.95)
(5.96)
The measurements obtained for the dierent harges are in agreement with eah
other. Their weighted mean is:
 = (12:364 0:031) ns: (5.97)
5.8.2 Fit to the proper time distribution obtained from the
kaon deay time
We build the expeted histo in the region between 10 and 50 ns.
The t range has been divided in bins of the order of few nanoseonds for a total of
17 dierent resolution funtions. In partiular the interval between 10 and 40 ns has
been divided in bins of 2 ns. The last two resolution funtions have been obtained in
the intervals between 40 and 45 ns and between 45 and 50 ns.
On MonteCarlo data-like we made the t in the region between 13 and 40 ns and we
obtained as best value:

+
= (12:39 0:04) ns 
2
=ndf = 0:43 P

2
= 99:4%: (5.98)
For the K
 
, in the region between 12 and 40 ns, we obtain as best value:

 
= (12:30 0:04) ns 
2
=ndf = 0:81 P

2
= 73:%: (5.99)
As shown in the previous gures 5.62 and 5.63 the agreement between data-like
distribution and expeted histo distribution is very good for both the harges and the
values obtained are in agreement with the MonteCarlo simulation input, 

=12.36
ns.
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Figure 5.62: In the piture the t to the K
+
proper time distribution is shown: in blue the
MonteCarlo data-like distribution, in pink the expeted histo distribution.
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Figure 5.63: In the piture the t to the K
 
proper time distribution: is shown in blue the
MonteCarlo data-like distribution, in pink the expeted histo distribution.
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Fitting with a onstant the residuals and the normalized residuals, gures 5.64 and
5.65, we obtain values ompatible with zero:
onst
+
res
=  15: 28: P

2
= 99:% (5.100)
onst
+
norm res
=  0:06 0:19 P

2
= 99:% (5.101)
onst
 
res
=  37: 39: P

2
= 77:% (5.102)
onst
 
norm res
=  0:08 0:19 P

2
= 73:%: (5.103)
(5.104)
Also for this method, looking at the MonteCarlo data-like results, we are ondent
about its appliation for the t of the proper time distribution obtained on data. On
data, onerning the K
+
lifetime we made the t in the region between 13 and 42 ns
and we obtained:

+
= (12:315 0:042) ns 
2
=ndf = :98 P

2
= 49:%: (5.105)
Also for the K
 
we t in the range between 12 and 42 ns and we obtain as best value:

 
= (12:360 0:043) ns 
2
=ndf = 0:85 P

2
= 69:%: (5.106)
As shown in the gures 5.66 and 5.67 the agreement between data distribution and
expeted histo distribution is very good for both the harges.
For both the harges the distributions of residuals and of the normalized residuals is
very good and ompatible with a onstant funtion equal to zero. Fitting the
residual plots and the normalized residual plots with a onstant the value obtained
are in agreement with zero:
onst
+
res
= (0: 7:) 10
 7
P

2
= 49:% (5.107)
onst
+
norm res
=  0:07 0:18 P

2
= 50:% (5.108)
onst
 
res
=  19: 32: P

2
= 70:% (5.109)
onst
 
norm res
=  0:06 0:12 P

2
= 69:%: (5.110)
(5.111)
The measures obtained for the dierent harges are in agreement with eah other.
Their weighted mean is:
 = (12:337 0:030) ns: (5.112)
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Figure 5.64: The K
+
residuals and the normalized residual plots, in the region between 13 and 40
ns, tted with a onstant are shown.
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Figure 5.65: The K
 
residuals and the normalized residuals, in the region between 13 and 40 ns,
tted with a onstant are shown.
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Figure 5.66: Fit to the K
+
proper time distribution: in blue the data distribution, in pink the
expeted histo distribution.
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Figure 5.67: Fit to the K
 
proper time distribution: in blue the data distribution, in pink the
expeted histo distribution.
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Figure 5.68: K
+
residuals (up) and the normalized residuals (down), in the region between 12 and
42 ns, tted with a onstant.
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Figure 5.69: K
 
residuals (up) and the normalized residuals (down), in the region between 12 and
42 ns, tted with a onstant.
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5.9 Study of the systematis
For both the methods we used the same data sample for the evaluation of the
reonstrution eÆieny of the kaon deay vertex and for the evaluation of the proper
time distribution. In order to determinate any possible orrelation between the
measurement of the eÆieny and the proper time distribution we divided the data
sample into two subsamples. For both these subsamples we evaluate the
reonstrution eÆieny of the kaon deay vertex and the proper time distribution.
We measured the harged kaon lifetime for the four possible ombinations (1-1, 1-2,
2-1, 2-2) for the two dierent methods. Results do not hange using the proper time
distribution evaluated in the rst (seond) subsample and the eÆieny evaluated in
the same subsample or in the other.
We an say that no one orrelation is introdued by the use of the same data sample
for the evaluation of the reonstrution eÆieny of the kaon deay vertex and for the
evaluation of the proper time distribution.
In order to hek the goodness of the equation 5.73, used for the evaluation of the
statistial utuations of the expeted histo, we developed a MonteCarlo toy. For eah
bin j we generate poissionian random numbers with mean given by:
N
rnd
j
=
Nbins
X
i=1
s
ji
 
rnd
i
 
orr rnd
i
N
theo
i
; (5.113)
where 
rnd
i
is a random number generated using a gaussian whose mean and sigma are
the value of the reonstrution eÆieny, 
i
, and its error, 

i
, evaluated in the i-th
bin respetively; 
orr rnd
i
is a random number generated using a gaussian whose mean
and sigma are the value of the orretion to the reonstrution eÆieny, 
orr
i
, and its
error, 

orr
i
, evaluated in the i-th bin respetively.
For eah bin j the Root Mean Square of the random poissionian numbers generated
with mean N
rnd
j
are used as statistial utuations of the expeted histo. The result
of the t using this formula for the error doesn't hange.
5.9.1 Length measurement
We have studied the following soures of systemati unertainties for the:
1. t stability as a funtion of the range used;
2. t stability as a funtion of the bin used for the proper time distribution;
3. t stability as a funtion of the eÆieny orretion;
4. orretion due to a not orret evaluation of the Beam Pipe and DC walls
thiknesses;
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5. t stability as a funtion of the p

K
ut.
A more detailed disussion of the systematis studiy follows.
Fit range
We tted the distribution using various dierent ranges in the golden region between
15 and 35 ns. The maximum utuation of the results is about 10 ps, whih we take
as systemati unertainty.
Binning
We made the t also using a bin size of 500 and 250 ps (one half and one third of the
nominal bin size respetively). The maximum utuation of the result is of the order
of 10 ps for both the harges whih we take as systemati unertainty.
EÆieny orretion
We made the t also without the eÆieny orretion. The maximum utuation of
the measure is of the order of 15 ps for both the harges. Therefore we onservatively
estimate the systemati error given by the eÆieny orretion to be about 15 ps .
Beam Pipe and DC wall thiknesses
We evaluate the proper time distribution without taking into aount the energy loss
in the Beam Pipe and in the DC walls. The maximum utuation of the result is of
the order of 100 ps for the Beam Pipe and 150 ps for the DC walls. But the
unertainty on the Beam Pipe and DC walls thiknesses is about 10%. Therefore we
onservatively estimate the systemati error given by unertainty on the Beam Pipe
thikness to be about 10 ps and the one given by unertainty and DC wall thikness
to be about 15 ps.
P

K
ut
We made the t with dierent p

K
uts between 50 and 150 MeV/. The maximum
utuation of the measure is of the order of 15 ps for both the harges. Therefore we
onservatively estimate the systemati error given by the eÆieny orretion to be
about 15 ps .
5.9.2 Total systemati unertainty
The total systemati unertainty evaluated is of the order of 31 ps.
 = (12:364 0:031
stat
 0:031
syst
) ns: (5.114)
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Soures of systemati unertainties Systemati unertainties (ps)
Fit range  10
binning  10
eÆieny orretion  15
Beam Pipe thikness  10
DC wall thikness  15
P

K
 15
Table 5.2: Soures of systemati unertainties evaluated.
5.9.3 Time measurement
We have studied the following soures of systemati unertainties on the measured
branhing ratio:
1. t stability as a funtion of the range used;
2. t stability as a funtion of the bin used for the proper time distribution;
3. t stability as a funtion of the eÆieny orretion;
4. orretion due to a not orret evaluation of the Beam Pipe and DC walls
thiknesses;
5. t stability as a funtion of the eÆieny uts;
6. t stability as a funtion of the T
0

;
A detailed disussion of the systemati studies follows.
Fit range
We evaluated the t in the whole region between 13 and 42 ns. The maximum
utuation of the measure is of the order of 10 ps for both the harges. Therefore we
extimate the systemati error given by the range stability to be about 10 ps.
Binning
We made the t also using a bin size of 2 ns (two times nominal bin size
respetively). The maximum utuation of the result is of the order of 10 ps for both
the harges whih we take as systemati unertainty.
EÆieny orretion
We made the t also without the eÆieny orretion. The maximum utuation of
the measure is of the order of 10 ps for both the harges. Therefore we estimate the
systemati error given by the eÆieny orretion to be about 10 ps.
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EÆieny uts
We made the t applying dierent p

K
uts to the eÆieny, between 50 and 150
MeV/. The maximum utuation of the measure is of the order of 10 ps for both the
harges. Therefore we onservatively estimate the systemati error given by the
eÆieny orretion to be about 10 ps
Beam Pipe and DC wall thiknesses
We evaluate that the utuation of the measurement, if we assume an unertainty of
the order of 10% on the thiknesses of the Beam Pipe and DC walls, is negligible.
This unertainty is a onstrution parameter.
T
0

Using the two dierent tag, K !  and K ! 
0
, we estimate that utuation of
the measurement, as a funtion of the T
0

is negligible.
5.9.4 Total systemati unertainty
The total systemati unertainties evaluated is of the order of 20 ps.
 = (12:337 0:030
stat
 0:020
syst
) ns: (5.115)
Soures of systemati unertainties Systemati unertainties(ps)
Fit range  10
binning  10
eÆieny orretion  10
EÆieny uts 10
Table 5.3: Soures of systemati unertainties evaluated.
5.10 Correlation and weighted mean
In order to evaluate the weighted mean between the two methods we alulate the
statistial orrelation between the two methods. Therefore we divide the data sample
into ve subsamples. For eah subsample, and for eah method, we evaluate the
proper time distribution and its eÆieny.
Then we evaluate, for eah subsample and for eah method, the value of the harged
kaon lifetime, see table 5.4. The orrelation is given by:
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subsample length t(ns) time t(ns)
1 12.368 12.307
2 12.393 12.312
3 12.389 12.362
4 12.351 12.301
5 12.330 12.326
Table 5.4: In the table the weighted mean for the dierent tehniques and for the dierent subsamples
are shown.
 =
1
N   1
P
N
i=1
(
l
  
i
l
)(
t
  
i
t
)

l

t
(5.116)
where N is the number of subsample, 
i
l
is the value of the lifetime for the rst
method evaluated on the i-th subsample, 
l
is the mean of the values of the lifetime
for the rst method evaluated on the dierent subsamples, 
i
t
is the value of the
lifetime for the seond method evaluated on the i-th subsample, 
t
is the mean of
values of the lifetime for the seond method evaluated on the dierent samples,
l
and

t
are the standard deviation of the measurements evaluated on the ve subsample
for the rst and the seond method respetively.
The value of the statistial orrelation is:
 = 0:307 : (5.117)
The weighted mean between the two methods and its error is given by following
equations:
 =
(
2
t tot
   
t stat

l stat
) 
l
+ (
2
l tot
   
l stat

t stat
) 
t

2
t tot
+ 
2
l tot
  2 
t stat

l stat
(5.118)


=
s

2
l tot

2
t tot
  
2

2
l stat

2
t stat

2
l tot
+ 
2
t tot
  2 
2
l stat

2
t stat
(5.119)
where 
l tot
and 
t tot
are the total errors on the length and the time measurement

l stat
and 
t stat
are the statistial errors on the length and the time measurement,
respetively. The orresponding result is:
 = (12:347 0:030) ns (5.120)
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5.11 CPT test
The omparison of K
+
and K
 
lifetimes is a test of CPT invariane whih guarantees
the equality of the deay lifetimes for partile and antipartile.
For the positive kaons the average of the two methods, taking into aount the
orrelation of the statistial errors, and the systemati errors is:

+
= (12:325 0:038) ns (5.121)
and for the negative kaons is:

 
= (12:374 0:040) ns (5.122)
From these we obtain:

 
  
+
= (49 50) ps (5.123)

 

+
= 1:004 0:004 (5.124)
The result agrees well with CPT invariane at the 4 per mil level.
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Conlusions
We have done a diret measurement of the K

lifetime tagged by K

! 

( )


events. Using a data sample of 210 pb
 1
we obtained
 = (12:347 0:030) ns: (6.1)
The value obtained agrees, within the errors, with the result given by Ott et al., [28℄:
 = (12:380 0:016) ns (6.2)
and with the PDG t, [26℄:
 = (12:384 0:024) ns (6.3)
For the positive kaons the average of the two methods, taking into aount the
orrelation of the statistial errors, and the systemati errors is:

+
= (12:325 0:038) ns (6.4)
and for the negative kaons is:

 
= (12:374 0:040) ns (6.5)
From these measurement we obtain:
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 
  
+
= (49 50) ps (6.6)

 

+
= 1:004 0:004 (6.7)
It has to be ompared with the previous measurement made by Lobkowitz et al. [27℄:

 

+
= 1:0009 0:0008 (6.8)
The result agrees well with CPT invariane at the 0.4% level and with the previous
result [27℄. If we average this result with the Fith one [29℄ and the ones given in eq.
1.23 and 1.22 we obtain:
(K
+
) = (12:387 0:018) ns : (6.9)
The entral value is the same one given by the PDG t [26℄ with an improvement on
the unertainty of the order of 25% without any sale fator, see g 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Charged kaon lifetime average using the orret values given in the text.
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